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FOREWORD

~

The problem of what to do with the poor reader and the
non-reader of the third grade has disturbed the author for
several years. Solut1ons in the f orm of preventat1ve meas
ures beginning in the first grade, do not effect the problem
immed1ately. I n Schools where no such measures have been
taken, a class of third grade poor readers and non-readers
is always at hand, and something should be done with them
before they leave the primary grades.
Therefore the third grade, as the last outpost of the
pri mary department, would seem to be an excellent place to
specialize on correctional measurss. There are Beveral
reaeons for this. To begin with, the poor reader or non
reader of the third grade, has attained the aotual ags of
eight or more years, and the mental age of at least six and
one-half years. With the exception of a few special cases,
he has reached, or will soon reaoh, the stage descr1bed as
"read1ness for reading. "
Secondly, the 1mproper reading habits whioh he may have
acquired are not as strong as they wil l be in the later grades,
and oan be more easily corrected. For the same reason, the
wrong att1tudes can be corrected more eas11y and quickly.
The data ooncerning the poor readers and the non-readers
of the third grade, and the i mprovement shown, has been gath
ered from the author ' s third grade room at the J ohn McCormack
School Number Thirty at 40 North Miley Avenue, I ndianapol1s,
I ndiana. The experiment began 1n the fall of 1936, and WaS
concluded in January, 1938. Thus 1t waB possible to meas
ure and record the progress of three third grade classes.
The shifting of the population in the distriot, however, made
1 t lmpos slble to complete the records of al l the poor readers
and non-readers, who were included in the experiment and
several of the most interesting cases had to b e omitted from
this study because of the f aot that they were transferred
to another school. From the data gathered f rom class
measurements and observations of ind1v1dual cases remaining
in t he district, the author hopes to show that a poor reader
or a non-reader of the third grade "may raise hie reading
ab11ity to a point in exoess of what m1ght normally b e ex
peoted of him, through the use of the proper remed1al measures.
B. R. P.

I ndianapo11s, 1938
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READING DIFFICULTIES IN THE THIRD GRADE

CHAPTER I

,

INTRODUCTION

The problem of readIng dIffIcultIes of the thIrd grade
chIld. is one of great importance to the teacher.

It is

generally, though erroneously assumed that the child has
mastered the mechanics of reading by the time he has com
pleted the third grade.

In the grades which follow the

third there is little time for remedial reading, however
necessary it may be.

The child having reading dIffIculties

stumbles on and on and all sorts of other dIffIcultIes are
likely to oceur.

It would be an ideal arrangement if these

poor and non-readers could be apprehended at the beginning
of their school career and measures taken to prevent their
appearance in the third grade.

This ideal situation does

not occur in many schools however , and lIke the poor, we
have the child with reading difficulties always with us.
This type of chIld creates a problem which must be met
and which should be dealt with in a manner benefIcial to
the chIld, to the school system and to socIety In general.
As evIdence of the fact that these dIffIcultIes are
(1 )
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present a survey of a large number of city schools is here
with presented.

This survey deals with grades 4B to 8A and

gives the reading ability according to the grade equivalent.
Attention is directed only to grade 4B, since in this grade
will be found all the third grade children who are supposed
to have successfully completed the third grade course of
study.

Of the four hundred and eleven children tested one

hundred and twenty-five or 30 per cent showed a reading abil
ith that did not measure up to the fourth grade standard.
As further evidence of these ever-present reading dif
ficulties the author made a survey of the reading ability of
3A classes of School Number Thirty for two sucoessive years.
Both measurements were taken in September.
appears in graphic form on the next page.

The result
Of the 3A's tested

in September, 1936, eight of the eighteen children, or 44 per
cent of them, did not measure up to the standard of the third
grade.

Of the 3A's tested in September, 1937, Six of the

eighteen tested, or 33 1/3 per cent of them, had reading
abilities which fell below the standard.

Both classes were

tested with the Monroe Standardized Silent Reading Test,
Test I Form I.
grade class.

These children represent an average third
They had all been promoted to the 3A grade-un

conditionally and they were all of sufficient intelligence to
render it possible for them to learn to read.

It will be

seen that, although they were all called third grade pupils,

4.
they had reading abilities which ranged widely, and unless
some measures could be taken to elevate the reading ability
level of the slower readers, it would be quite impossible to
expect them to compete with the better readers of the same
class.

Little, if any prOVision has been made in the

Indianapolis curriculum for these reading discrepancies,
which exist in every class, as shown in the Indianapolis sur
vey on page 2.

No'. Pupl1 s
5 ""

4

~

FIGURE 1. Number of pupils according
to grade equivalent to reading ability.
Data for 18 pupils of 3A grade,
School No. 30, September, 1936.

5.
rNR .1FuJ}H /!'
3

a5Utl1=,... '1::Lrttt±f •
6

t,,! T,--l--l~,

FIGURE 2. Number of pupils according to grade
equivalent to reading abilIty. Data for 18 pupils
of 3A grade, School No. 30, September, 1937.
The foregoing evidence of readIng ability discrepancies
and of reading maladjustments show clearly the need of some
remedial work to be done with the children of the third grade.
Yet it is a colossal, and in some cases an impossIble task
for the child to correct all hIs reading defects durIng the
third year, while carryIng on at the same time, all the other
third grade actIvities.

Since, however, under our present

system it is Impossible to relieve the child of any of the
other actIvities, it is advisable to assist him with his
particular reading difficulties as much as possible.
If this assistance is not given, and the child is left
to gain whatever he can with his inadequate reading tools, a
feeling of inferiority is likely to develop as he progresses
upward in the grades. Phillis Blanchardl says that unless
IPhillis Blanchard, "Reading Disabilities in Relation to
Maladjustment," Mental Hygiene, Vol.12, (October ,1928) , pp. 772-78.

6.
adequate and sooially aooeptable oompensations for the feel
ing of inferiority are developed, personality and behavior
deviations are apt to arise.

These deviations are usually

mild ones, taking the form of day dreaming, or bf over
sensitiveness whioh may lead to inattention, absent- mindedness
or lack of interest, all of which are annoying in the classroom.
James McCallister 2 makes the statement: "They (the
students) are handioapped in the upper grades and in high
school because they are unable to perform effectively, the
reading activities required of them."
If poor reading ability is a cause of maladjustment in
the grades above the third, it is also a cause of maladjust
ment within the third grade.

The child who is unable to read

the material to whioh the class is assigned must find some
thing else to do.

Sometimes this selection takes the form of

listless dawdling, playing with an inoffensive article, or
merely gazing into space.

More often, however, he may become

actively engaged in some form of amusement whioh will disturb
those about him.
ities.

He may even beoome malicious in his aotiv

Every teacher is familiar with this sort of thing.

Sometimes, in his intense deSire to keep up with his
classmates, the ohild is led to be dishonest.

In order not

2James McCallister, Remedial and Correotional Instruc
tion in Reading. New YorK: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1936.
P.

33.

7.
to seem slower than they, he resorts to cheating, copying and
perhaps lying.
60

Thus it is seen that these traits which are

undeSirable, are brought into being by the fact that he i6

a poor reader.

Who can say how far-reaching these may be, or

to what extent they will shape his character? If he is stim
ulated to make an effort to read, he is confronted with
insurmountable obstacles, such as the inability to get con
nected thought from the printed page.
and disgusted.

He becomes confused

By the time the child has gone through the

first three grades, he is pretty sure to have poor study
habits.

Success has seldom been hiS, and if he is not indif

ferent, he is morose or has developed a bluffing attitude.
It is the concern then, of the third grade teacher, to
begin with this child at a point where he can be successful in
reading, even though it be with pre-primer material, and to
build up from that pOint, as best she can in the limited time
she has with the child, as many of the reading abilities as
it is possible for the child to grasp.

The time element,

the child's attitude toward reading improvements, the coopera
tion of the parents, the demands of the curriculum and of the
other students, all effect the solution of the problem of
the poor or non-reader, and must be considered in its solving.
For, until the time comes when the child with reading diffi
culties, is given exemption from the other subjects of the
curriculum, and the attention of a teacher unhampered by the

8.
demands of any other children, the non-reader and the
poor reader will overcome their handicaps more or less
slowly , in proportion to the interes t which the teacher
t.akes in their difficulties.
The problem of this study may be stated, then, as
follows:

How can the classroom teacher of forty-two chil

dren, provide sui table remedial work for the non-reader and
the slow reader so that these children may make reasonable
progress in reading?
In defining the term "non-reader" it should be stated
that any child who cannot read first gra de material is
classed as a non-reader in this dissertation.

The "slow

reader" a nd children with "reading difficulties" are those
who have been taught to read first and ip some cases, second
grade material but who are definitely not third grade read
ers.

The child who is not successful in passing several

third grade re a ding tests, should be regarded as a subject
for di agnosis for reading difficulties.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES OF READING

Before going further into a d1souss1on of the reading
d1ff1oult1es of the third grade, it would seem log1oal at
this pOint, to oons1der some of the aooepted data on reading
at the third grade level.

From the physiological point of

view, reading is a oompl1oated matter.

Paul K1appe~ says

that the matter of eye-movements is very important, and that
the study of these eye-movements

hel~us

to realize what a

fatiguing prooess reading really is, especially for the
beginner.

The eye moves aoross the page in sweeps or jerks,

and pauses at regular, (or if the reader is a poor one) at
irregular intervals.

The eye-movements are tar.med "eye

sweeps" and the pauses are ile.rmed "fixations. "
1ng takes plaoe only during these pauses.

Actual read

The ordinary adult

reads a page in two or three minutes with one hundred and
fifty eye-sweeps, and as many f1xat1ona. 2 The child makes
many more than this when reading.

It is therefore impossible

lPaul Klapper, Teaoh1ng Children to Read.
D. Appleton and Co., 1922. P. 9.
2 Ibid., p. 9.
(9)

New York:

10.
for him to read without fatigue.

One authority gives 8.9

fixations per line as the median for the third grade in
silent reading, and 10.4 fixations per line in oral read
ing.

Some amount of fatigue can be eliminated by keeping

the eye at the proper distance from the page, which in the
third grade is 9.9 inches. 3
Rhythmic movement, with regular and uniform pauses and
sweeps, is the desirable end to secure.

The amount of words

recognized in one eye-sweep is called the "span of recogni
tion." Betts 4 cites a reference wherein an elementary pupil
had a span of recognition from 1.04 to 2.44 words in silent
reading.

If the reading is easy and natural, the eye-sweeps

are fewer.

The eye sees and the mind contributes the rest.

I f the material is not interesting, the child will have dif

ficulty in forcing his eye along the page and will become
inattentive.
A great nervous strain is induced by the eye mOVing
along, getting the words in focus.

The eye muscles must hold

the eye in focus, while the eye pauses, thus causing a period
of strained rest which is as fatiguing as the eye-movements
themselves.

Muscles of the body, especially the head and

3Emmett A. Betts, The Prevention and Correction of
Reading Difficulties. Evanston, Illinois: Row, Peterson
and Co., 1936. P. 159.

4 Ibid•• p. 133.

11.

neck mus cles, are tense while reading , thus aiding in
the fatigue. 5
It is necessary to understand the psychology of read
ing in order to understand the causes of some retarded
readers.

In teaching children to read it is necessary to

bring about the auditory image of the word and the visual
impression of the same word in a relationship with each
other .

Because of this inseparable association of sight and

sound of words, the problem of inner speech arises .

It is

therefore natural for the child to vocalize the words which
he sees on the printed page.

This is called "lip- reading"

and is a great factor in retarding the rate of reading. Read
ing without vocalization is an acquired art and is a habit
to be cultivated.
The rate at which a child reads is also determined by
his mental expectancy.

That is to say, the mind grasps the

mea ning of the sentence before the eye has seen it all. An
other way to put it would be to say that the mind guesses the
part of the sentence that the eye has not seen.

Klappe~ says:

Generally speaking, the rate of reading is deter
mined by the rhythmic sweep of the eye over the line;
but the rhythmic sweep is, in turn, modified by inner
speech and mental grasp.

5QE. Q!1., Paul Klappe r , p. 12.

6Loc. Cit., Paul Klapper, P. 12.

-

-- '
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He further says that rapid readers are the more intelligent
readers.

They gain more vivid impressions than do the slow

readers.

Those who indulge in lip movement, in auditory aids

and the like, are not only less extensive, but also less
intensive readers. 7
In order therefore that the child may be taught to be a
rapid and an intelligent reader, it is necessary that he
should be taught in the beginning, not words or parts of a
word, but rather larger units, such as sentences or phrases,
so that he may cultivate longer eye-sweeps.

To teach the

child at first to recognize the words or phonograms, is to
place a premium on lip movement, which in turn will promote
slow reading and resulting poor comprehension.
stages in Reading
Samuel Patterson8 says that there are three stages in
reading.

He calls the first stage the preparatory stage.

This stage is spent at home and includes the first few weeks
at school.

It consists of a variety of experiences from

which the child will draw his reading material later. Toward
the end of this period, carefully selected sight words used
in the story-telling experiences, become the material for

7 Ibid., p. 19.
8Samuel A. Patterson, Teaching the Child to Read.
New York: Doubleday, Doran and Co. Inc., 1930. PP. 3-93.

13.
the child's basic printed vocabulary.

If reading readiness

tests show that the child is not ready to read, this stage
should be lengthened.

Lasting damage to a child's reading

attitudes can be done by pushing the child through this
stage and into the next before he is ready for it.
Following the preparatory stage comes the initial stage.
This includes the pre-primer, primer and first reader stage.
The generally accepted method of teaching reading at this
stage is to begin with the larger unit or sentence.
taken from the experience of the child.
broken into phrases and later into words.

This is

The sentence is then
The reason for the

use of the larger unit has been brought out in the preceding
paragraphs.
The words come last and may be broken into phonograms.
New and related Vlords should be made by combining other con
sonant sounds with the lrnown phonograms.

At no time, however,

should the child be permitted to think in terms of words or
parts of words, since the practice tends to produce slow and
laborious readers.
The third stage is the rapid reading stage.

In this

stage is emphasized the fundamental attitudes a.nd skills.
Sanuel Patterson says ordinarily this stage is finished at
the close of the third grade, and the independent reading
habit is established.

By this time the child has the

ability to read more quickly silently, than orally, and

14.

can read orally, easily and express1vely.

The child's skill

in attack1ng new words will be reasonably sure and correct.
Therefore, at the end of the third stage, the ch11d 1s able
to cont1nue his reading even though removed from the school
influence.

A more deta11ed account of these sk111s may be

found 1n Bruechner and Melby. 9
Causes of Reading Diff1cult1es
There are innumerable causes of difficulties in reading.
Some of the less common causes are

her~w1th

noted.

It is

not likely that they w111 be encountered often, but they
deserve ment10n.

One of the less common causes of reading

inab111ty is that of reversed mental images.

According to

Dr. Orton, Professor of Neurology in the College of Phys1
cians and Surgeons at Columb1a University,lO the body is
composed of structures that dup11cate each other, but wh1ch
'stand 1n m1rrored position with each other.

We have two

halves of a brain which are placed in th1s m1rrored pos1t10n
to each other.

Usually one s1de of the body has the domi

nance 1n performing all sk111ed act10ns.

In most people

th1s 1s the r1ght side of the body wh1ch is controlled by

9Leo J. Bruechner and Ernest O. Melby, D1agnost1c and
TeaChing. New York: Houghton M1fflin Co., 1931.

~ed1al

p.

250-55.

l<\iarjOrie B. Greenbie, "Some Children Can't Read,"
Parent's Magazine, (October, 1936), p. 30.

15.
the left side of the brain.

In left-handed people, who are

aleo left - legged and left-eyed, the control is exercised by
the right side of the brain.

The dominant side of the brain

controls speaking, writing and reading.

When either side of

the brain dominates, as in the two conditions noted above,
no trouble occurs.
If however, there is no complete dominance, such persons
may sometimes be controlled alternately by the left side or
by the right side of the brain.

A child who has this sort of

difficulty, would at times see words as they are, and then
again see them reversed.

the word

~

at one time and saw at another time.

would appear as

~

As can be readily eeen,

ordinary methods of "teaching would be of no use in teaching
this child.
culty.

He requires special assistance with this diffi

Fortunately, such cases are not common.

Another unusual cause of non-readers has been termed
"word-blindness."

This condition is due t o an injury to, or

otherwise loss of the use of either the right or left gyrus,
or to a cellular deficiency in this part of the brain.

The

child thus "afflicted can struggle through a sentence with
help, but cannot remember the words when they are presented
to him the next time.

Occasionally the child can remember

the spelling of the word, and the only way that he can read
it is to spell it aloud first.

Letters and sound associations

appear to present no difficulties.

When it is found that the

16.
word center 1n the bra1n 1s not funct10n1ng, 1t becomes neces
sary to make a new one on the oppos1te s1de of the bra1n#

In

order to do th1s the ch1ld must be taught to wr1te w1th the
oppos1te hand, from the one wh1ch he 1s us1ng, and should be
g1ven much work 1n phon1cs. ll
Motor-m1nded ch1ldren present d1ff1cult1es also.
been suggested that such a ch1ld

trac~

It has

the words slowly on

paper or blackboard, say1ng the words aloud at the sarne t1me,
and be1ng careful not to copy the word.
w1th the word on a card for recall.

He 1s then presented

He 1s encouraged to art1c

ulate and blend sounds and also to wr1te them out.

It has

been found that motor-m1nded ch11dren have been taught to read
by th1s method. 12
As1de from the forego1ng "uncommon" causes of poor read
1ng , there are numerous others wh1ch effect the greater
numbers of non-readers of the th1rd grade.

These w1ll be

noted here as "common" causes of read1ng d1ff1cult1es.
In search1ng for the cause of a ch11d's fa1lure 1n read
1ng, the f1rst th1ng to look for would be phys1cal defects.
S1nce the ch11d gets h1s concept of the pr1nted page d1rectly

llAnn1e D. Inskeep, Teach1ng Dull and Retarded Ch1ldren.
New York: McM1l1an Co., 1926. P. 38.
12G'r ace Fernald and Helen Keller, "The Effect of K1naes
thet1c Factors 1n the Development of Word Recogn1t10n 1n the
Case of Non-Readers," Journal of Educat10nal Research,
(December, 1921), pp. 355-77.

17.

through the eye, these organs must not be faulty.

If they

are, the fault should promptly be corrected.
Another important factor in producing poor readers is
the hearing.

Efforts should be made to learn whether or not,

the child who is having reading difficulties, is also hard of
hearing.

Terman13 says that from 10 to 20 per cent of school

children do not hear normally, and that the hearing of from
2 to 5 per cent is seriously impaired.

In the city of

Indianapolis, any child with questionable hearing, can be
tested and have provision made for him by the city school
system.
Another cause of poor reading is defective speech.

By

the time the child has reached the third grade, he may have
overcome,to a large degree, any defect that he may have had
at the beginning of school.

If however, it is clear that he

has a speech defect, and it is also clear that this defect
is effecting his hearing, a program of speech correction
should be undertaken.
Emotional factors must also be considered among the
causes of difficulties in reading.

Any dislike for reading,

which the child may have, must first be overoome.
want to correct his reading faults.

He must

Unless the cooperation

of the child is obtained, it is nearly impossible to help

13Lewis M. Terman, The Hygiene for the School Child.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1914. P. 223.

18.
him.
if

Patience and understanding are required of the teacher

the child persists in his distate for reading.

I f the old

adage of, "Nothing succeeds like success," is remembered, and
the teacher continues to look for some small success in the
child's work in reading, and having honestly found it, will
remark it, a change will begin to take place in the child's
attitude.

This idea is borne out in a study by Lois Meek,14

wherein she noted that failure had a bad effect upon the child
and subsequent success changed his attitude.
In this study Meek found that other emotional disturbanres
(besides the disapPointment of failure) also had a bad effect
upon the learning of ehildren.
had visited the school one

In one case the child's mother

day, and the child was too dis

tracted by this fact to show any gain in learning and reten
tion.

Another child wa.s sulky and showed no gain.

It

developed that his mother had scolded him in the morning
before he had come to school.

Such facts as this show how

emotional disturbances may effect one day of a child's learn
ing, and it is not unreasonable to believe that constant
contention in the home would effect a whole term or a year of
a child's study.
Fear of the teacher or principal may inhibit the

14Lois Hayden Meek, A Study of Learning and Retention in
Young Children, Columbia University Contributions to Education
No. 164. Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1925. P.83.
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responses of a child to a marked degree.

Fear of the teacher

may cause the child to develop a strong dislike for her, and
this will be reflected in his attitude toward his school work.
Such pupil s

develop strong anti-social tendencies that result

in lying and cheating, etc.

Betts 15 thinks that the faulty

techniques of the teacher may be the cause of some failures
in reading.
Another common cause of failure in reading is too much
absence from school during the first year.

The child loses

more than he can make up and subsequently lapses farther
behind each term, unless the teacher diagnoses his case and
provides remedial measures.

In a caBe of too much absence

wherein the child has lost much that

is important in the

reading chain, the only thing to do is to have him repeat the
grade or give him such help individually as will cause him to
regain his place with the other readers of his grade.
Another general and common cause of reading maladjust
ments is the faot that many children are thought to be ready
for reading when they start to Bchool at the age of six. How
ever, this is not the case. Betts 16 says:
Until seven and one-half years. some children
exhibit a reversal tendency. To place a child in a read
ing situation is to permit him to practice confusions. It

l5QE. Q!1., Emmett Betts, p. 56.
16lE..!.9:.., p. 20.
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is also generally believed that the mental age of six
and one-half years is essential in beginning reading.
According to statistics on the problem, approximately
one-fourth to one-t.hird of the first grade entrants do
not survive the reading ordeal. Of the remainder who
do pass, a sUbstantial portion are characterized by poor
attitudes, nervous instability, wandering attention,
stuttering,and a number of other ailments.
Miss Floro TorrencJ1General Supervisor of the Elementary
Schools of

Indianapoli~,

found that the Lee-Clark Reading

Readiness Test was a valid means of predicting success in
reading achievement for beginners.

If reading readiness is

thus predictable, many failures and much grief for both the
pupils and the teacher could be eliminated by abiding by
the results of a reading readiness test.

No doubt a large

percentage of third grade failures could have been prevented
had a reading readiness test been given them and the informa
tion thus gained, been acted upon.
Closely allied with the chUd who is not ready at the
actual age of six, is the child who is mentally retarded in
a more serious way.

It is a well known fact that a child

with a serious mental handicap cannot progress as fast as a
child with normal mentality.

In some localities there is a

special room for such handicapped children.

If such means

have not, or cannot be taken, the teacher must do her best

l7Floro Torrence, Is the Lee-Clark Reading Readiness
Test a Valid Means of Predicting Reading Achievement in the
First Grade? Unpublished Proolem, Department of Education,
Butler University, Indianapolis , 1937.
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for this child with what remedial measures she can take in
the classroom.

However, before deciding that the child in

question has a low mentality, some mental meaSurement test
should be given.

It c'annot be emphasized too strongly that

this mental test must not be a test in which there is any
reading.

The author gave a Binet individual test to a twelve

year old boy in August, 1937, on which his score was one hun
dred and ten.

This child was a slow reader and when he took

the Henman-Nelson Group Intelli gence Test in February, 1938,
his score was only eighty-eight.

The Henman-Nelson is en

tirely a reading test, thus making it utterly impossible for
any slo w reader to show any amount of intelligence.

If this

gr a de is carried on into the high school as an I. Q. a great
deal of h arm may have been done this child.
Remedial Measures
Before proceeding with any remedial work with a child
who reads poorly in the third grade, it 1s necessary to
me asure his reading ac hievement and his mental abilities.
Betts 18 suggests the following:
The analysis of a case of r e ading disability calls
for an inve ntory of the oral- and silent-reading habits
and of certain individual capacities. Data are secured
from the following sources:
1. General achievement tests
2. Intelligence tests

18Q£. Cit., Emmett Betts, p. 78.
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3. Tests of specific reading skills and information
4. Tests of sensory capacities (visual and auditory)
5. Tests of appraisal of perceptual abilities and habits
6. Tests of identification of association difficulties
7. Tests of motor functions
8. Appraisal of individual interests
10. Case history and general observations
After determining his mental age, his place on the read
ing scale, his attitude toward re ading, and the specific
difficulties of the child, the next step would be to work up
an enthusiastic interest in reading.

It is not likely that

the child will have a great amount of interest in the sub
ject, if he has failed in it up to this point. YOakum19 says:
"Some children will need to have special personal atte ntion to
remove fears, pre judices, the sense of failure and other unde
20
sirable habits." Betts
says: "One of the biggest problems
for the remedial teacher is that of changing the attitude of
the chil d who is in difficulty."

If this attitude is one of

intense dislike for reading, the teacher will need to sub 
stitute some success for the sense of failure.

Ac c ording to

Clarence Stone : 21
Cases of discouragement and distaste for reading
may be remedied by starting with the child at a point
where he can achieve enough success to find satisfac
tion in his reading experiences.

1911erald Yoakum, Reading and St®.
Company, 192B.
20QE. Cit., Betts, p. 109.

-blew York :MacM1l1an

21Clarence Stone, "Teacher's Guide and Course of Study
in Reading," Board of EdUcation, San Jose, California, 1 935,
p. 50.
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vooabulary, speed, comprehension, etc., charts of the number
of books he has been able to read, will tend to show in a
concrete way, how much better he is growing.

Of course it is

understood tha t he will show progress, since all the remedial
measure s will be within his grasp.
Visual aids such as bright pictures, lantern slides,
stereographs, crayon drawings, chalk talks, etc., are all
helpful in creating an interest in reading.
After the teacher has been able to briBg about an inter
est i n reading, and an enthus1asm for it, she must then
dev1se some method for meeting the individual need of the
child.

Some children will need assistance in bu11ding vocab

ulary, some will need to increase the eye-span, others w1l1
need help to bring about an accurate return eye-sweep, wh1le
still others will need train1ng on how to attack a ne w word.
Bette.24 says:
The remed1al teacher is primarily concerned w1th
(a) the correction of physical hand1caps by a specialist,
(b) the establ1shment of desirable attitudes toward
reading, and (c) the development of eff1cient, rhyth
mical reading habits.
It is for the developing of these efficient and rhythmical
reading habits that the teacher w1ll need to dev1se charts,
blackboard exerc1ses or flash-cards.

The reading of these

flash-cards without mov1ng the head w111 increase the

24QE. Q!!., Betts, p. 249.
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eye-span, as will the qui ck exposure of a phrase or short
sentenoe.

The return eye - sweep, or quick return of the eye

from the end of one line to the beginning of the next, may
be i mpr oved

by doubling the spacing between the lines .

As the chi ld builds his sight vocabulary he must be
taught to notioe similarities and differences between words,
s o that they may be recogni"zed more eas:!.ly.

If recognition

i8 not immediate, var i ous clues should be given, the most
i mportant of which is the guessing of the meaning from pic
ture or context.

Generally a complete analysis will not be

necessary because the child needs only enough clue to b e sure
that his visual analysis, checked by a guess from the con
text, is sound.

All three skill s should be used together. 25

In orde r to be able to recognize the word, the child
should know the initial sound.

These should be learned in

the following order of diffi culty, if it is found that the
ohild does not know them: b,m,t,d,n,p, z,f,l, v,k,sh,
g,y,r,th. 26 Marion Monroe sugges ts that words beginning
with these consonant sounds be arranged in similar groups
and that they be mounted with pictures.

She sugge sts choos

ing the words wherein the vowel comes after the consonant. 27
25W. B. Townsend, "Phonics in Reading," Instructor,
"
\January, 1936), p. 22.
26A. Inskeep, QE. Cit., P. 49.
27Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1932. P. 117.
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Foll.o wing are some of the sugges ted groups:

B- baby, boy,

bear; M- man, moon, mother;T- table, top, tie, etc.
It has been said that "word-calling" will result from
teaching a child words, phonics and sounds, yet there is
something to be said in favor of this method when used with
certain types of retarded readers.

Dr. Monroe 28 justifies

this procedure a s follows:
Although some of the methods which we have used
stimulate at first a mechanical approach to reading, we
have not discarded them on that basis if they brought
measurable improvement in reading without sacrificing
comprehension. We have proceeded on the assumption that,
although it is desirable to be a speedy reader, it is
better to be a slow reader than a non-reader; that, al
though it 1s desirable to be able to recognize large
thought units, it is better to read the sentence word
by word, or words sound by sound, than not to read at
all; that, although it is desirable to obtain the mean
ing without the awareness of mechanics, it is better to
get the meaning by mechanical steps, than not to get the
meaning at all.
In a later book Dr. Monroe 29 lists the types of errors
made by children and suggests remedial measures for each type.
Those errors fall into the following types, according to
Dr. Monroe:-
1. Faulty vowels and consonants.
Ex. LIKE for LOOK -- NET for MET
2. Reversals.
Letters: BIG for DIG
Words:
WAS for SAW

28I£l£., Monroe, pp. 113-14.
29Marion Monroe, and Bertie Backus, Remedial Reading.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1937. Pp. 50-85.
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3. Addition and omission of sounds.
Addition of sounds: TRAP for TAP
Omission of sounds: BACK for BLACK
4. Substitution of words.
DUCK read HEN
THE r ead A
5. Repetitions.
Ex. Text: THE BOY HAD A DOG
Read: THE BOY THE BOY HAD A DOG HAD
A DOG.

6.Additions and omission of words.
Text: THE LITTLE DOG RAN AWAY.
Read: THE DOG RAN AWAY.
7.Refusals and words aided.
Child merely s t ares at word and makes no
attempt at reading.
After the teacher has t r ied all the above mentioned means
of teaching the child to read, and has met with no success,
she may try the approach suggested by Fernald and Keller. 30
This method has been found to be highly successful with sub
normal children having reading difficulties.

In short the

method cons i s ts of the follo wing measures:-
a. The seeing, saying and tracing of the script form of
the word.
b. Writing the word, without copy, while saying the
syllables.
c. Seeing the word in print form.
d. Using the word in sentences.
e. Writing the sentences from memory.
The comprehension and rate of speed of the retarded reader

30Grace M. Fernald and Helen Keller, Loc. Cit., 355-77.
3l Ni l a B. Smith, Loc. Cit., pp. 1-150.
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s hould not be neglected.

As soon as he beg1ns to show a mas

tery of s1ghtwords and the ab1l1ty to read little stor1es some
check should be made upon h1s comprehens1on and speed and
efforts made to br1ng both up to the h1ghest poss1ble po1nt.
Laura Sm1th31 suggests some 1nterest1ng l1ttle games and
devices which delight the child and give him real Joy in read
ing.

Her exercises in sele ction, organization and retention,

as well as those in comprehension and speed, can be used as
they are or changed to meet the needs of the class.
In concluding the chapter on "Remedial Instruction in
Reading" Monroe and Backus 32 make the following statements
which are applicable to these paragraphs on remedial readingr
• • • There is no short and easy formula for cor
recting reading defects. The solution to each child's
problem can only be obtained from a careful study of the
child and by thoughtful, specific and experimental cor
rective instruction. • • . The remedial reading teacher
can never settle down into a routine type of work with
a few favorite methods which she applies indiscrimi
nately to all cases. • • • Remedial reading is a highly
adaptive exper1ence; and one which has an educative
value to the teacher as well as the child.
In summarizing this chapter it may be said that the
teacher who hopes to diagnose the reading ills of her class
must have some knowledge of the other studies which have been
made in the field of reading.

She must know all the stages

31 .
Loc. Cit., Nila B. Smith, pp. 1-150.
3222. Cit., Monroe and Backus, p. 93.

in reading, so that she can determine at what stage the
child is; s he must know of some of the causes of re ading
difficulties, both common and uncommon, so that s he can
l ocat e the cau se of t he difficul ty in each poor reade r of
he r class, since, without knowing the cause, it is some
times im possible t o de termine the remedy.

Lastly she must

know the approved remedial measures , so that she can apply
those which wil l bring about the surest and quickest results.
It was with these other studies in mind tha t the author set
about t o locate the children having reading difficulti es in
he r t hird grade class and to determine the cause and apply
t h e remedial measures necessary.

CHAPTER III

PLAN OF PROCEDURE

Analytical Measures
The plan of procedure was to test all the 3A children
in September with group mental and reading tests.

These

tests were given early in the term so that a variation of
abilities could be ascertained and those children who showed
reading weaknesses apprehended.

The mental tests given were,

First,--the Otis Group Intelligence Test, Primary Examination,
Form A.

This examination consisted of eight tests as follows:

Test I, Following Directions; Test 2, Association; Test 3,
Picture Completion; Test 4, Mase; Test 5, Picture Sequence;
Test 6, Similarities; Test 7, Synonym-Antonym; Test 8, Common
Sense.

No actual reading ability was required.

A second

test was given to check upon the Otis Examination.

This sec

ond test was the Haggerty Intelli ge nce Examination, Delta I
for grades One to Three.

It consisted of the following: Test

1, Oral Directions; Test 2, Copying DeSigns; Test 3, Picture

Completion; Test 4, Picture Comparison; Test 5, Symbol-Digit
(Selecting the right number to place under a symbol); Test 6,
Word Comparison.

This latter exercise involved reading

(30)

ability, and was given with the idea of fi nding out whether
or not this amount of reading would influence detr1mentally
the

I.~ ' s

of the slow and non-readers.

The first reading test given was the Monroe Standard
1zed Silent Reading Test Revised, Test I, Form 1 (given in
September ) and Form 2 (given in J anuary ).

This test was

chosen because it tested the speed and oomprehension of third
grade readers, and would show at once, all those ch11dren who
were

~

in need of remed1al work in reading.

The test con

sisted of a number of paragraphs of descr1pt10n and narrat10n,
with a question at the end of eaoh paragraph which tested
interpretive abi11ty.

Here follows a descript1ve verse with

the 1nterpret1ve question at the o1ose:-
Robins 1n the tree-top,
Blossoms i n the grass,
Green things agrowing,
~erywhere you pass ;
Sudden little breezes,
Showers of silver dew ,
Black bow and bent twig,
Budding out anew.
Draw a line under the month which is described in this stanza.

APRIL

JANUARY

AUGUST

OCTOBER

DECEMBER

Each line was numbered and the number of words in that line
was placed in the margin at the left of the paragraph.

When a

child had read exaotly f our m1nutes, he was told to stop and
plaoe a check to indicate at what line he had stopped reading.
By div

ng t he number of words read by four, the teacher was

able to tell how many words the child had read per minute.

3 "c.
The rlorm in comprehension for grade 3 was 3.8, and the norm
in s pe ed was eighty- two, or eighty-two \'lords per minute.
Form 2 was given in J a nuary to determine just how far the
class and individuals had progres sed according to this scale.
In o!'deI' to get a better idea of the reading ability of
those children who could make no progress with t he third
grade reading ma terial a second test suitable for readers
from grades one to three was g ive n.

The t ea t chosen for this

was the Haggerty Reading Examination, Si£roa I for Grades I t o
III.

This examination consisted of t wo tests.

One consisted

of a series of directi ons together with a picture as:-
PUT A TAIL ON THIS PIG

(Picture of Pig)

The second test teste d information in the form of questions
which would be answered by "yes" or "no," to be underlined,e.g.
DO DOGS BARK?

NO

YES

This test gave the norm fo r each grade and also the age norm.
For instance, if a child scored twenty on the test, his read
ing age was eight years and four months, and his reading
grade was two.
specis~

While thi s test did not diagnose any of the

reading diffIculties, it was valuable In that It

placed the child on the readIng scale of achievement as
to grade.
The Detroit Reading Test I, by Parker and Waterbury, was
selected because it measured the type of readIng which is
usually found In most classrooms.

The type used in this test
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waS narration, des cription and social science.

Each test

begins with a paragraph of narration, then one of descrip
tion, and then one of social s cience material.
is traversed four times in each form.

This cycle

Each paragraph is

follo we d by two questions, one interpretive and one factual,
each of which may be answered by underlining the correct word
or phrase, chosen from among four.

Of the four answers given,

one is the correct one, one shades off from the correct but
i s distinctly incorrect, one is suggested by the other two,
and a fourth is almost absurdly incorrect.

It was expected

that this type of test would show up the weaknesses of the
class and individuals, so that that particular type of read
ing could be improved upon.
Another test known as the Ma.ster Achievement Test f or
Grade Two was given the slow readers near the close of t.he
term to check on their reading placement.
the r e ading grade of each child.

This test gave

It consisted of short para

graphs followed by two sentences, each of which allo wed a
multiple chOice of four possible facts, with only one cor
recto

For instance:-
DICK IS A LITTLE WHITE DOG. DICK HELPS TO TAKE
CAEiE OF THE BABY. HE HELPS THE BABY"S MOTHER.
A little white dog take s care of a ____________
BEAR
BABY
HORSE
PIG
The dog is good to the
BABY
MAN
GIRL

HELP

These tests were used in comparing the reading
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achievements at the beginning of the remedial work period,
with those a t the close of the period.

To these measure 

ments were to be added the observations of the previous
teachers of the children in addition to the observations of
the author.

Betts ~

The latter followed a suggested outline by

(8ee Appendix).

Briefly, this outline was as follows:
I. Educational factors

A. Oral reading

B. Silent reading
C. Word recognition habits
D. Study habits
E. Spell ing habits
F. Background
II. Physical factors
III. Social attitudes
In maki ng an analysis of the slow or poor reader, the
teacher kept the following questions in mind while listening
t o the oral reading of these children:

Did the child ignore

periods, question marks , and commas in the sentence? Were the
sentences read slowly and painfully, or word for word? Was
the sentence mumbled and the voice monotonous or highpitched? Were many of the words read in reversed order, such
as felt for

lef~,

or

~

for

~?

Were many of words begin

ning with Q read as if they began with a
~

and

n

~,

or

~

and g, or

reversed? Were many of the words omitted? Were many

inserted? Were some words substituted for other words? How

12£. Cit., Betts, PP. 82-85.
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often were words repeated and mispronounced?

Could the

child pronounce a word he did not know by looking for lit 
tle words in it; by guessing from content; by looking at
t .h e first or first and second letter, and then guessing; by
sounding out the vowels, consonants or phonograllls? Was there
a speech defect?
In observing the sllent reading of these slow and poor
readers she kept the following questions i n mind: Did he
move his lips in reading? Did he move his eyes f orward and
then backward again over the same word or phrase? How many
times did his eye pause in a line of words? Did his eye move
from the end of' one line to the beginning of the next line?
How many words c ould he read in a minute? Did he comprehend
what he re ad?
In the case of the child who could read nothi ng , the
teacher tried to locate his interests, and to discover, by
conversation, the extent of his spoken voc abu l ary.
in mind these following questions:

She kept

Did the child seem to

have a brain dominance of left or right side, or could he
use one side as well as the other? Was he mentally able to
learn to read? Did he ever write words in a mirrored position?
When introduced to a word, di d he read it reversed, or reverse
any letter s i n it? Did he know ho w to attack a word that he cUd
not know? How well equipped was he to sound out words? Did it
seem necessary to use all s.ensory approaches to the brain in

learning new wor ds?
In add i ti on to the above educational f ac t ora to be kept
in mind. the t eacher would expect to know about the physical
factors which might contribut e t o h is reading disability.
Sh e would expect to find answers to the followi ng ques t i ons:
Does the child need to wear glasses? Is he under weight or
undernour i s hed ? Does he get enough sleep? Is he exces sively
nervous ? Has he been 111 recently and what is his ge neral
health condi t i on a t prese nt? We re the home conditions favor
able to cal mne ss or were there cond1tions i n the home that
would le ad the child t o be nervous, irritable, suspicious,
e tc ? Were the parents helpful?
This educati onal and physical inventory would be fol 
lowed by one on his attitudes.

What was hi s attitude t oward

read ing? Wha t was his a t titude toward the teacher a nd the
school? What was his attitude toward his cl a s s ma tes ?
Thes e questions and answers were to be tabulated i n
order t o provide a basis for r emedial work.

Su ch a n analysis

would b e ex pected to lOcate t he cause of reading disability ,
so that the pro per r emedial measure could be at tempted.
Remed i al Me as ures
The plan of procedure along the line of remedial measure s
was t o build up the sight vocabulary of these slow and non
readers .

Since the lack of a sight vocabulary is at the r oot

of mos t of the reading diffieul ties, t he teacher proce eded upon
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the assumption that all the slow and non-readers in the third
grade cl a ss wOlud be benefited by an increased sight vocabu
l ary , unl ess i t was d.efinitely shown that this wa s not the
case .

Since the needs of the slow readers were not exactly

t he s ame as the needs of the non-readers, these t wo groups
were separat ed .
In the case of the non-readers who were not able t o do
even pre-primer reading, a small class in chart reading was
organized.

The mate r i al used was such that all the clas s

could us e the s e nse of smell, touch, sight or hearing in
lear ning.

Usually an ob 3ect was used that dealt in some way

with the social s tudies or s c ience of the grade.

For i n

stance, when the social studies embraced the study of pioneem,
such things as a copper powder flask, an old wooden yoke fo r
oxen, a pro3ect which called for the making of a log cabin
or some cover ed wagons, e tc., were used as the b a siS for
learning new words.

In ev ery cas e t he t eacher was oareful to

see that all these children had some sensory expe r ience wi th
the material to be used in read1ng.
After al l ·the children had become interes ted in t he
r eading material each contributed a sentence about it.

Thes e

se nte noe s wer e all put permanently on a chart and another
chart was cut u p into phrases to be matched with those on the
chart.

Later,separate words on the cha rt wer e matched and

recalled.

They were all made conscious of the beginni ng
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letter of the 'Words to be remembered and any of the phonetical
elements that helped to sound the word.

They were given drill

on the sounds of the vowels, both long and ehort, and on the
sounds of all the phonograms, as well as the sounds of the
consonants.

For instance, if it became evident that the class

did not know the phonogram "or" the teacher would select a
word which the children already knew, and whioh contained this
phonogram, which is, let us say, "horn."

In the study of

pioneer life, it would be easy to connect the copper powder
"flask" with a powder "horn."

The children underline the

phonogram "or" and say it aloud.

They are encouraged to think

of any other word which contains this same sound.

Let us say

that they suggest the word "for" and"morn i ng ." Thes e are
written on the board and the sound "or" underlined.
words are pronounced in concert with the teacher.

Both
The ch'il

dren are then told to note that each one contains the seme
sound of "or" which will make them all sound a Ii ttle aUke.
The reason they are different is the fact that they begin and
end differently.

The "f" and "m" and "h" are sounded sepa

rately, so that they may hear the difference.

The words are

written on a chart with the sound "or" at the top, so that
they will get the idea that this phonogram will aid in the
sounding of those wor d e.

These words are reoalled often

enough to make t hem a part of the vocabulary of the child.
Such a procedure as the above is necessary because of the
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fac t that these non-reade rs must be g1ven s ome way to r ecall
the words which they are taught.

If the work 1n class did

not seem enough for the ch11d, he was given extra help on
these words by a better r eader of the same grade.

This

as s istance was g1ven before school opened or at some peri od
i n t he day when the good s tude nt could spare the t 1me.
The vo cabulary thus gained by the child was used 1n mul 
t i ple choi ce tests, other chart material. s imple ques t1 0ns
and dire ct ions, i n writing and spelling lessons, etc .

As

soon as t heir voc abulary warranted 1t, they were g1ven very
simple stor ies t o r ead f or pl easure, and the bright oolored
pre -prime r s , that they all loved.

As soon as the se children

were started on the readi ng path , t hey wer e no longer cal led
"non- r eaders" and coul d be cl assed with t he slow readers
of the grade .
S1nce t he slow r eaders already knew some of the more
simple words, it was not neoessary to begin at the beginning,
al tho the same procedure was followed.

The remedial meas ure s

consi s ted of first gue s sing f r om the context, and if t hat
failed, in looking for some .k nown little wor d in the l arger
word.

Secondly it consisted i n sounding t he first l e tter

and gues sing the re st of t he word, and l astly, in working
the word out phonetically when all else f ailed.
Some attenti on was given at this poi nt, t o the f aulty
eye-movements whi ch characterized most of these

childre~
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A check-up by observation showed that they paused after almost
every word, and many times retraced the eye-movement.

Much

of this was due to the fact that they did not know the word,
or were not sure of it.

Therefore the material used in im

proving the eye-movements consisted of words which they
already had learned.

Short phrases of three or four words

were written on cards and the children told to look a t them
only once, and to see how much they could read.

After some

practice they became conscious of making as few eye-movements
as possible.

The phrases led to short sentences on the

blackboard, and a sort of game evolved from this eye-movement
work.

They vied with each other in making fe wer eye-movements.
Another remedial measure that combined pleasure with

drill was a box of remedial seat work devices called "Projects
in silent Reading Arranged for Individual Study, 01 by James E.
McDade.

This box contained one hundred different puzzles,

drills, games, etc.

The children loved to work with the

"puzzles" for several reasons: they were all different ; an
individual report card for eaoh ohild showed the puzzles whioh
he had worked and whether or not he had been successful with
them and there was reading material there suitable for them
all.

The reading material of the seat work ranged from IE

. to 4A reading levels, so that none of the class were left
out.

In a little booklet on "How to Conduct Individual Seat

Work," James McDade has made some statements of the purpose
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of this seat work tha t gives a very clear definition of that
purpose .

Those statements are as follo ws :-

A great Vari ety of pie ce s of seatwork were devised,
each oonsisti ng of a simple printed te st telling the
pupil what t o do with oertain materials provided. These
tasks are of an interesting character in themselves,
deal1ng with toy animals and Mother Goose sto ries, etc.
Some requi re drawing or cutting, some deal with the
assembling of pictures i nto interesting groups , etc.,
but all are alike i n mak ing it necessary f or the pupil
to read and t o s how by what he does that he has r ead
comprehendingly. Where poss i bl e, reference materi al has
been added in the sha pe of dic t ionaries , whi ch make the
child i ndependent and enable him to deal with the new
words without the teacher shelp.
I

To teachers who have not tried s i lent reading s eat
work , it is a revelat ion to se e the f as cinat ion for
children that there is in such work. They have an out
let f or t heir activiti es , reading comes as a real me s
sage to them, and u nco nscious l y the y get out of the
habit of re adi ng by wo r d s and read by ideas only• . . •
•

These project s a re i nte nded t o pl ac e i n the pupil's
hands the means of t eaching himsel f to r ead, and to give
hi m t he interes t and st i mul us that comes in keepi ng a
record of his progress f rom day to day . If, i n using
these, he ~ses habi ts of self-direc ti on and is aroused
to independent efforts, he will prooeed to the later se ts
with confi dence and as surance of success.
Some of the names of the "puzzles " are given below :-
Vocabulary Stu.dy Cards
Clay Modeling
Color Names
Mak1ng Posters
Vocabulary Pairs
Study ASSignments
"Peri od or Quest ion Mark"
Pi cture Phonics
Cut-up Rhymes
Whi ch Word Belongs
Cross Words f or Begi nners
Riddles
Split Sentenoes
Making Words
Nature Ques t ions
The R1ght ClasB
Little Composit i ons
Out of Plac e
The K1tchen Cabi ne t
Phrsse Exercise s
The Toy Shop
Occupat1ons
Construotion in Paper
Noah's Ark
Stor iee and Questions
Problems in Manners
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Problems in Conduct
Safety Problems
Health Problems

The Reason Why
Cross-word Puzzles
Paragraph Titles

This seat work is a great factor in bringing up the
standards of reading for the whole class as well as those
standards of the slower readers.
Another remedial measure that helped in this work was a
"Diagnostic Workbook" published by the American Education
Press which furnished drill on the common weaknesses in read
ing.

Book II was given the slower readers and Book III was

given the other children.

Book II was called "Red Deer, the

Indian Boy," and was chose n be cause of the fact that it was
composed of material suitable for first and second grade
readers, a nd also because it dealt

~~th

the subject of

Indians, since this subject was a unit of study for the
soc ial studies of this grade.

This little workbook dealt

with the following skills:- 
1. Ability to comprehend facts
2. Vocabulary development and word mastery
3. Ability to find the main ideas in a selection
Two hundred and eighty-eight different words were used re
peatedly in this workbook.
Still another remedial me asure was the "Library Hour,"
which was he ld twice a week.

A fairly good-Sized library of

materials suitable for pre-primer to fourth grade readers was
placed in the back of the room.

The children made their own

libra ry cards and took out such books as appealed to them,
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and which they could read.

The very slow readers were never

permitted to take books that were definitely beyond them.
They were not permitted to take the books out unless they
were fairly sure that they wanted that particular book, and
could read it.

In this way no child was encouraged to take

out a book, look at the pictures and put it back again with
out reading it.

At the story hour held in connection with

the "Library Hour," the children were permitted to tell the
stories which they had read, or at least give the most inter
esting part of the story.

Occasionally the class was divided

into several groups which spread about the room, the members
of which told their story to the rest of the group.

In this

way a great many children could tell their stories in the
period , and a check-up of the slow readers could be made.
Each child was given credit on a chart, for the stories which
he had told and which he had read himself , and at the close
of the term little awards of blue ribbons were given to the
children who had reached a certain standard.

The slower

readers were put into a "Bluebird" group, so that they could
oompete with children of like ability, and would therefore
not be left out of the awards in the end.

Thi s story hour

was one whioh they all looked forwa rd to, and in whioh they
all wanted to participate.
The sixth method used in the remedial work was the
"Pupil-teacher" method of help for the slow reader. (This help
occurred in the morning before School, or at some time during

the day when the "pupil-teacher" had. finished his own assign
ment and could help the slow reader with no loss to himself.)
This help followed the particular need of the child.
In sUIDmariz:l.ng this chapter it may be said that the
first steps taken were those of selecting the child who read
poorly and the non-readers by means of standardized tests, and
of obta:l.n:l.ng their mental measurement in order to determine
their capabilities.

The second step was that of determining

their individual difficulties by means of tests and observa
tion.

The third step was that of administering such remedial

meaSures as (1) building up an oral vocabulary, (2) building
up a sight vocabula.ry, (3) correcting bad habits of omitting
letters and wor<1s, (4) correcting bad habits of subs ti tuting
and inserting words or letters, and (5) forming new habits of
attacking words.

Effort was made to increase the eye-span of

the slow readers, and to build up correct eye-movements.

A

conscious effort was made to make the remedial reading pleasant
and profitable by means of individual readihg games, drills,
etc.

A diagnostic workbook furnished drill for the common

weaknes ses and helped build vocabulary.

The "Library Hour"

furnished an opportunity for the pupil to display his reading
8,bili ty as measured by his comprehension, since the child was
expected to tell some story he had read.

The physical and

emotional factors that had a bearing on reading abili ty were
studied and an effort made to correct such factors as could be
corrected by the teacher and school.

Ott s Mental Teet
Haggerty Mental Teet - - -
FIGURE No. 3. Comparison between scoree made on OtI s Mental
Test (wi thout re ading matertal ) and t he Haggerty Mental Test
(wt t h re adi ng material ).

CHAPTER IV

GATHERING AND INTERPRETING DATA

This investigation began in the fall of 1936 with the
children who were then 3B's.

The chief experiment, however,

was performed with the 3A class of the fall term of 1937. It
is from the data gathered from this class that results will
be shown first, to be followed by other data and results
from other classes.
Class

Data

The mental equipment of this September, 1937, class was
measured by the Otis and Haggerty Mental Group t e sts men
tioned in the previous chapter.
a fairly good measuring stick.

The Otis test proved to be
At any rate, it coincided

with the judgment of the writer and the previous teacher as
to the mental abilities of the class.

The Haggerty Intel

ligence Test was not as valuable since it contained some
reading matter which the poor readers could not att p.ck.

The

difference in the I.Q's as shown by these two group tests
is due, the writer thinks, to the part of the Haggerty score
lost by the poor reader on the reading which was in this test.
The straight line indicates the scores made on the OtiS Test,

(46)
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TABLE I . MISTAKES MADE ON DETROIT READI NG TEST II FORM A,WI TH
FERCENTAGE OF IMffiOVEMENT AFTER 3 MONTHS rEMEDIAL WORK.
--

-

-

--

Paragraphs on
*Quest i ons

. .

- - - - - --

NARRATION
II
I

' DESCRIPTION
I
II

SOCIAL SCIENCE
I
II

Mistakes
Oct . 12

12

8

16

17

16

16

Mi s takes
J an. 7

7

5

17

10

7

8

**58

62

0

52

43

50

I mprovement
i n J an. b y
per cents

**

**

*

Question No. I was an interpretive qu es t ion.
Ques ti on No.II was a fa ctual quest1 on.

i>;,

Per cent of improvement
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and the do tted line indicatee the score made by the same
childr en on the Hagger ty Test. (See Figure No.3.)
The f irst reading tes t given to the Sept ember, 1 937,
cl ass was the Monroe Standardized Silent Read i ng Test ,
Revised, Test I, Form I.

(See Figure No.2.)

This Monroe

Test measured the speed as well as the comprehension in read
i ng. but on t hi s diagram only the comprehension are shown. It
will be noted that the abilities

r~nge

nine, as measured by this tes t .

The

from zero to grade
same d isparity will be

noted i n Figure No. I, which gives the measurement of the
September class of 1936.

Both classes are, however, a f air

example of the extremes in reading ability found in third
grade classes, a s well as those cl asses above the third. It
is quite obvious that all these chi ldren of the third grade
could not comply with the third grade standards of readi ng.
It i s also natural to s u ppose the inevitabl e outcome.

The

children at the top of the reading abil ities we re bo red wi th
the readi ng of the other children, and the sl ow and no n
r eaders a t the bottom of the read ing abili tie s found the
t h i rd grade reading impossible.

Th1s test was val uable in

t hat it helped t he teach er check on thos e chi ldren who were
slow in comprehensi on a nd speed.
In the e arly part of October, 1937, t he

s ame cl ass was

given the Detroit Reading Tes t II Form A, ment10ned in the
pr eceding chapt er.

Thi s test was give n in order to diagnos e

·p a ~dmoo

s a~o uOlsu aqa~d wo o

O&J

o~

·ON

~DI~

.l.£61°,+d ag s 1\1£
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3A ' s Jan. 1938
3A's Sept. 1 937
FIGURE NO.5.

Two curves ah owing rate of speed in reading,
as measure d by Monroe Test.
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the readi ng i l l s of t he class as a whol e and of t he poor
readers in parti cular.

The results of this test are com

pared with those of the same class give n three months l ater
in J anuary , 1938, aft er the remedial work had been done. The
results of t he s e t e st s are shown in Tabl e I .
are interpre tative and No. II are factual.

Qu esti ons No.!
Toe des cri ptive

paragraphs were the most diffi cul t f or the children who were
sl ow readers.

When an interpretive questi on was asked about

the descriptive paragr aph , the d ifficulty was increas ed, with
the result that t he slow r eaders made more mi stakes .

Their

reading ab i l i ty, even after being raised, had not reached the
level required f or re adlng des cr i ptive material and givi ng
corr ect i nte rpretive answers .

(See Table I .page 47).

On January 5, 1938, the s ec ond Monroe Silent Re ading
Te st I Form II was given this clas s, t o determine how much
improvement in comprehensi on and speed had been made in the
fiv e months of remedial wor k.

The thr ee very slowest cases

have been omi tted si nce they dis qualifi ed t hemselves on the
f irs t test in September, by cheating.

Because of this fact

no accurat e me asurement of thei r improvem ent could be given
here . but their measurement will be shown indlvidually.
Figure No. 4 gives a general Idea of t he amount of class
improvement In comprehe nsion during the f ive months period
of remedial work.

The better readers made more improvement

than the slower readers, but it must be r emembered that

these better readers ba.d no poor re ading habits t o .oVercome,
and t ha t they wer e not struggl i ng with vocabular y.

The

str i des made by the slower readers will be shown under
"Indivi dua.l impro vement ."
Di agram No. 5 shows the improvement in s peed.

The con

ti nuous line shows the speed as me asured i n J anuary, while
the dott ed 11ne shows t he spe ed as measured i n September.
It will be se en t hat in both rate of spe ed and in
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prehension, as measured by t he Monroe Test, the remedial
measures were su ccessful in bringing about a class i mprove
ment as foll ows :-
Speed: Norm- -82 wor ds per minute:Sept. Med1an 99 :Jan.Med. 117
Comp:

Norm- -3.8 paragraphs

:Sept. Median

5: Jan. Med. 6

TABW; lI. RETARDATION IN YEARS AND MONTHS OF SLOW AND NON
READERS,AS SHOWN BY HAGGERTY READI NG EX. SIGMA I.

Name
George H.
Li llian G.
Whltful o.
Charles 'If.
Daniel B.
Frances V.
Mary C.
Billy I.

Oti s I.Q.
108
112
83
106
81
88
96
104

Reading Age
Yrs. Mo.
ehron. Age

* 10. 6

9. 5
10.10
9.2
11. 5
9.4
8.7
8.11

* 9. 4
8.7

6.6

0.0
8. 1
0
0
0

Retarded
Yrs . Mo .
-r,

1.:2
.10
4.4
3.2
3.4
3. 4

2.7

2. 11
-- -

*

10. 6 means t en

years and si x

months .

-
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Individual Data
In November, 1936, the 3B class was given the Hagger ty
Rea d i ng Examination. Sigma 1.

More than the five children

deaol'ibed in Table II fell into the slow and non-reader group,
but as al l e xcept the se five moved out of the district bef ore
the Haggerty Reading Examination was given again in May, 1937,
no accurate measurement of their progress could be t abulated .
The data obtained from the testing of these chlld.r en in
November shows them to be definitely slow reader s.

The obser

vations of their prev ious teagh ers bore out this idea als o.
In Mar ch, 1937, three other children were given the
Haggerty Reading Examination, Sigma 1, to establish the fact
that they were non-readers.

The last three childre n were

3B's at the time , and were included in the class experiment
the following September, 1937.

Since the Haggerty Reading

Examination give s the r e ading age of the child in years and
months, the amount of retardation can be figured by subtract 
ing the reading age from the actual age.

The column at the

right on Table II shows the retardation in years a nd months.
(Bee Table II,page 5 2 ).
Observations of reading maladjustments, such as scanty
sight vocabulary, inability to attack new words, poor eye
movements, reversals of letters in words, substitution and
omission of letters and words, repetitions, etc •• were made
on all these poor and non-readers , and the observations

tab'ulated from time to time.

Observations as to emotional

reaction to reading, physic a.l condition, and home conditions
influencing reading were also made and tabulated.
of different tests were give n these children.

A number

The results

of these observations and tests will be summarized in the
case of each of these children under the heading of
"case studies."
Case Study No. 1. --George H.

Observation showed that

George's chief trouble was that of a limited vocabulary. His
eye-movements Vlere poor and his attack of words he did not
know was faulty.

In searching for the cause of his disability,

a mental test was given to learn whether or not he was doing
as much as his capacity permitted.

The Haggerty mental test

showed him to be a little above normal.
Test was one hundred and ten.
eliminated.

His I.Q. on the Otis

This cause, t herefore, was

It was found that he had been ill with a throat

ailment while in the second grade, and had lost several weeks
of school.

Al though at the time he was in the third grade,

he was seldom absent, he still was not robust looking.

He

was quite tall for his age and a little shy, probably because
of his height.
please.

He was cheerful and happy and anxious to

He did not dislike reading, although he was retarded

more than a year in the subject.

The father was a W.P.A.

worker and the home po,or but clean.

The mother was anxious

to help him and d.1d, whenever pos s ible.
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With t he above fac ts in mi nd the autho r set about build
ing up George 's v ocabul ary.

This was done by giving him

material to read t hat was on t h e f irst grade level .

He kept

a lis t of new words lear ned i n social studies and used t hem
in wri ting little stories and in oral repor ts .

He was

drilled on making fewer eye-movements, a s wer e al l the class .
Drill on the way to attack a new word (by gues sing , l ooking
at first or first a nd seco nd le tters, sounding by means of
vowels, consonant s and phonograms ) was given him, as well as
the class.

He completed the d i agnostic workbook mentioned

i n chapter t hree, and worked most of the "puz zle s. "

His

1nterest i n read ing grew wi th his ability , unti l i n the
last half of the 4B grade (Sept ember to J anuary) he ranked
second i n the class as to the number of social studies re
ports whioh he had done .
silent reading.

These re ports were t he result of

Accordi ng to the Haggerty Reading Examina

ti on given George during his t hird grade term (one in Nov
ember, 1 936 and another s i x months later i n May, 1937), he
had rise n f r om the reading age of 9.4 to that of 10.2 or of
t he equiv alent of ten months 1n t hat t i me.
Continu ed remedial work wi th this boy in the 4B grade
gave the fol l owing re sults, which will be givsn here to show
that, in one and one-half years, he was brought fr om a poor
reader t o one who could su rpass the standards for his grade.
George was given the Monroe Silent Reading Test in September,
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1937, and again in J anuary, 1938.

The st andard for spe ed on

this test for the fourth grade was one hundred and twenty - two
words per minute.

Ge orge read in September at the rate of

ninety-nine words per mI nute , and i n J anuary at the rate of
one hundred and sixt een.

This shows him to be a li t tle below

the standard f or spe ed, but he more t han made up for th1s 1n
comprehens1on.
for 4B's is 7. 7.

The standard for comprehensi on on this tes t
In September George 's score was five , and

i n J anuary i t moved up to ni ne.

When he l eft t he author 's

room 1n J anuary to t ake his place i n the intermediat e depart
ment, he was qui t e as good a r ea der as any of the best in
h I s grade , with t h e exce ptIon of his speed , which woul d no
doubt Improve as he r ead.

The remedial work was a def i nite

aid t o Ge orge .
Case Study No. 2. --LI11ian G.

The Haggerty ReadI ng

Examinat1 0n Showed L1l lian to be t en months, or nearly a year ,
bel ow the standard f or the third grade .
1936.)

(Test in November,

A mental test showed that she had an I. Q. of one hun

dred and twel ve , whi ch put her above normal f or Intelligence.
Her inabi11ty to read was evidently not due t o mental I ncapac
Ity.

An analys Is of her dI ffIc ulties (by observat i on ) showed

her trouble to be chiefl y Insuf fi cient vocabulary , and i nabil
ity to help herself with new words .

The cause, however , of

Lil lian's poor reading abil ity, was easily locat ed.

Her

t rouble was phy sical , aggravated by emoti onal di sturbances
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a t home.
She was a very nervous, emotional child, wiggling around
in her s eat , talking in a high-pitched nervous VOice, losing
her temper easily, crying often, etc.

She was very often

inattenti ve, dawdled over her assignme nts, never finishing
them on t ime and often crying when she was told to get them
completed.

Evidence of an emotional disturbance at home,

however, was not apparent until November of 1937.

At this

time Lilli a n tol d the author that daddy had left home and
that mother had go ne after him in Louisville; that mother
was so worried and this made her (Lillian) feel badly.

She

took the troubles and cares of her family very seriously. A
few days later she was sent to take her little sister home
becaus e the child had fallen in a mud puddle and gotten her
clothes wet.

When Lillian returned s he was most excited and

sat in her seat with her face twisted wi th suppressed tears.
A chance remark of surprise from another child as t o her
f acial expressi on opened the floo dgates of Lillian's tear s
and she wailed, "No wonder! Last night my mother tried to
commit suicide, my father is gone, and now my sister gets
her new dres s a ll muddy, and mother will whip her when she
comes home tonigh t for running." (The mother worked and a
housekeeper took care of the two children during the day.)
Since it was evidently Lillian's nature to take life ser
iously, and to worry over things that could not be prevented
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by her, there was not much to do to relieve the si t ua.tion
except to provide her with a sympathetic understandlng of her
problem, make her life at school as happy and calm aB pos
slble, and brlng all her successes out into vlew.

Although

no amount of calmness in school could erase the emotlonal
dis t urbances at home, she did benefit by the attempt to make
her happier and more cheerful.

In order to show t hat these

e mo t ional dlsturbanoe s were caused by the trouble at home,
a result of Lillian's achievement in the Monroe Sllent Read
ing Test given in September, 1937,and another form in

Ja~,

1938, will be given.

In

Lillian was a 4B at this time.

September, 1937, her test showed a speed of eightY-SiX words
a mlnute (standard one hundred and twenty-two) while in
January the second f orm showed her to read at the rate of
seventy words per minute.
gone down.

Instead of improving, she had

Her comprehension, as measured by the September

test was five (paragraphs read correctly in four minutes)
whl1e the second form of the same test showed he r comprehen
slon i n January to be only four.
The year before, when there was not a s much contention
a t home, Lillian showed an improvement of six months in
reading age.

The Haggerty Reading age for Lillian was 8.5

in November and 8.11 in May.

If, therefore, she was able to

show a re asonable amount of improvement during her third
grade term, bUt fell down instead of improving during her
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4B term, 1t i s likely that the dis tractIons and emot1 onal dis
turbances at home were re spons 1ble for it.
Case study No. 3.
dull.

Wh1tf ul O.

This child waS defini tely

The ot is Me ntal Te st gave h1s I .Q. a s eIghty-three.

The Hagge rty Readi ng Exami nation given him 1n November, 1936 ,
showed him t o have a reading age of 6.6 although he was 10 .10
years old chronologicall y .

Th1s would give h1m a retardat ion

of four years f our months.

The author l earned by observati on,

t hat h1s chl ef trouble was a lack of oral and s i ght v ocabulary ,
that his method of a ttack1 ng new words was extremely poor, t hat
his eye - movements wer e marked by regress10ns and t he pause s
much too numerous.

Physic all y, he was a per f eot specimen. His

mother was very desirous of hel p1ng h1m , as was his younger
sis ter who waS one t erm ahead of h1m.
The cause of this child's inability to re ad was primaril y
his low mental ity , coupled wi t h t he f act that he had been
star t ed in read1ng long before he was able to gr asp it .

In

November, 1936 , when t his exper1ment was start ed, he was still
a non-reader, al t hough he had been exposed to the r eading
methods of teaching normal children for four years .

Since

however, he WaS not normal as far as menta11ty was concerned ,
1t 1s easy to see t hat he could not l earn to re ad by t hose
methods .

Furthermore , he had had so many unhappy exper iences

with r eading , and had formed s o many poor habi ts and at t i tudes
i n connec tion with it, that the problem of bringing about an
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improveme nt in his read1ng ab1l1ty was 1ndeed a hard one. The
aut hor concluded , after examining the ev1dence, that the best
way to teach Whittul to read was by t he "expe r1e nce" method,
wherein he could us e all the senses as approaches to the
bra1n.

(Se e "remedial measures" Chapter 3 .)

As soon a s he

had mastered some of the vooabulary of t he pre-primers and
primers, he was allowed to take home some of thes e l1ttle
book s t o read to h1s mother and si ster .

He was as s 1gned to

a 11 t tle "pupil - teacher " who helped him on v ocabulary and
oral read1ng.

H1s 1nterest 1n reading began to take shape

when he found t hat he r eally could read some of these l1ttle
books, and could work s ome of the "puz zl ee. "

He was given

some dr1ll 1n olass on l engt hening eye-s pan, but h1 s lack of
v ocabulary curtai led the poss 1b1l1ty of much impro vement
along this 11ne,
Whitful ' s reading age 1n November, 1936, wa s 6. 6 and
when he took the test aga1n 1n May, 1937, h1s read1 ng age
was 7.0 , showing a gain of s i x months read1ng age 1n s1x
months aotual t 1me 1n Bchool',

In J anua ry , 1938. he was given

the Master Achievement Te st No. 2. designed f or second grade
acc omplishments , and he scored 2.3, or reading abil i ty that
f alls i nto the s econd grade ,

I t will be noted that whil e i n

November , 1936, he scored less than f irst grade abil i ty that
one year and t wo months l ater in January, 1938. his reading
ability

was s l ightl y above s ec ond grade .

I t must be
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remembered that, while hie reading ability had been brought
up to this pOint he was still retarded two years in readi ng
in J anuary, 1 938, \vhen he entered the 4A grade.

I n conclu

sion, the author wishes to say that Whitful's case is one of
those wherein the child's retarded mentality was not taken
into consideration when he was started in reading.

The

re sult was that he had acquired a dislike for the subject
as well as many poor reading habits, whi ch only a new approach
through the senses, coupled with successes along the line of
primary reading, could overcome.
Caee Study No. 4.--

Charles W.

The Otis Test showe

Charles t o have an I. Q. of one hundred and Six,
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that he

f ell into the normal group as far as mental ability was con
cerned.

However, in reading, he was retarded three years and

two months , according to the Haggerty Re ading Examination
given in November, 1 936.

Charles was weak in oral and eight

vocabulary , did not know how t o a t tack words whi ch he did not
know , had poor eye -movements and an intense disl i ke for read
i ng.

Physically he was normal.

He gave every evidence of

beine; "spoi led " at home, however .

He and his sister lived

wi th hi s grandparents and un.o le s .

The mother had be en sepa

rated fr om t he f ather and ne i ther came t o ee e t he chi l dren or
cont ributed to their welfare or support.

Two of the unclee

were of the extremely dull or moron type .

No information

could be obtained as to the mentality of the father or the
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grandparents.

Charles had tantrums in the second grade

whenever he was asked to do something which he did not like
to do.

He did not like to work out any problem that re

quired some sustained effort, although he was capable of
doing it.

When it became plain to him, that he was not to

be excused from dOing the task set out for him to do, he
would finish it alone and unaided.
of his arithmetic preparations.

This was especially true

His tantrums did not appear

in the third grade, although his efforts to slip out of doing
tasks that he did not wish to do, did not disappear altoge ther.
These efforts grew perceptibly less, however, as he advanced.
His grades in spelling were very low, unless he studied
the words by saying them aloud, and writing them out several
times.

After this study, however, he would be able to make

a perfect score.

The author concluded that his difficulty

in reading might be overcome by the assistance of kinaes
thetic aids, wherein he used the hand, ear, eye and voice
in learning words.

He was put into the class with the non

readers, and given some extra kinaesthe tic help.

He was

assigned to a "pupil-teacher" and given some pre-prime r
books, whose bright pages interested him immensely.

It took

longer to gain his cooperation and interest than it did some
of the others but eventually efforts in interesting him were
successful and this interest was sustained as long as he did
not attempt to read third or fourth grade reading material.
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Thi s ch ild is a n example of one whose previous reading fail
ure s h ad made hi m take an "aggressive opposition"l to reading.
He liked t o be successful a nd r ea ding was a s ubje ct that
t hwarted him.

As s oon a s he was able to be come successful in

this s ubject , he overcame h i s d i sl ike for it, bu t this dislike
be came ev ident whe never he found h i ms e lf in t he pOSiti on of
trying to re ad s ome thing which he could not understa nd.

This

fact was brought out in the reading abilities which he s ho wed
in t h e s econd and the n in the third grade reading tests.

The

Haggerty Read i ng Examina tio n taken in November, 1936 , and
again in May , 193 7, was composed of r eading mat er i al of grade s
one to three.

Cha r l e s was a non-reader i n November and te s ted

6.7 in May, 1937. The gain in reading a ge in six s cho ol mo nths
was .7 or seven months on the reading- age scale.
The Monro e Sile nt Reading Tes t was given to Charl es i n
Septemb e r, 1 937, and again in Janua ry, 1 938 ( se cond form),
but since thi s wa s a te s t composed of re ading material for
the thi r d to the f ifth grade , it was so f ar be yond Char les'
vocabulary, that he d id not try it, a nd his s core was zero
for both tests.
He took the Ma s ter Achievement Test for Grade Two in
J a nuary, 1938, che erfully an d scored a reading ab ility of
2.2 or, second year re adi ng.

I n concludi ng the summary of

the observation nnd tests of t his child, it may lJ e ... a id
tha t his past failures had so ' effe cted his attitude towards

I Monroe and Backus, Remedi al Re ad ing.
Miffl i n Co., 1 937. P. 8.

Boston: Houghton
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rea<llng, that this attitude, ( coupled wi th the fact that he
had been given his way at home to too great a degree ), was
one of intense dts like for reading and al l related s ubjec ts;
t.hat this attitude graduall y disappeared when he found that
he could be successful in simple reading.

He showed a gain

in reading ability, as measured by the Haggerty and Maste r
Achievement Tests, of more than t wo years in one year and
two months of actual school time.

The remedial measures

(build ing oral and sight vocabulary by kinaesthetic and other
means, etc .) were def i n1 tely Bu ccessful with this child.

If

the se remedial measures could have been begun sooner , or i f
he had been s tarted later in his read i ng career (given read
ing-readiness tests, and the results followed), it is likely
t.hat his att i tude of dislike for reading might have been
averted.

As the condltlon now stands, he has gal ned two

ye ars of reading abil i ty in one school year, but he i s still
two years below the standard f or t he 4A gr ade, and l t is
likel y that thl s dislike will re turn when h is second grade
readlng abilit y is expected to do fourth grade work.

One

more year of intensive remedial work would probably have
brought him up wi th the standards for his class .

His case

shows clearly that one year of remedial work cannot be

ex

peeted to er adi ca te the reading mistakes of the fi rst two
and one-half or three years of sohool.
Case Study No . 5. --Daniel B.

The Table II showB Danl el
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to be retarded thre e years and four months.
Test gave his I.Q. as e ighty-one .

The Ot is Mental

He appeare d to be as

intell igent, however , as most of the other children, and
thi s wil l not be surprisi ng whe n it is seen that his chron
ological age is two years above most of the others .

His

disabllities appeared t o be , by obs ervation, a poor sight
vocabul ary, inadequate me thod of at tacki ng new words and e ye
movement s mar ked by regressions a nd too many eye pause s .
Physi cally he was sma l l for his age , but had no particular
phys ical disadvantages under which to work except a slight
spe ech defect .

He came from a poor h ome where he l ived with

h is fa the r , a step- mo ther and five brothers .

o great inter

est was shown by his par ents i n hi s successe s or f a i lures.
Hi s first t wo years of schooling had been obtained in Kentucky,
and had been marked by abs ences a nd repet1tion. He was of a
cheerful and happy dispositi on , and had no part icular dislike
fo r r e ading.

Since t he Haggerty Reading Examination revealed

hi s reading ab ility to b e about second grade level, i t was
not necess ary for him to join the class in chart readi ng by
the "exper i ence" me thod.

It was t hought b est to raise his

vocabulary level by g iving him book s to read t hat were de ft !-.
ni t ely on his l evel .

He was urged to tel l h i s stor ies during

the "Library HOur " period and he was g iven one of the second
year level di a gnostic workbooks.

He was very much i nterested

in the "puz zl es ." In Sept ember , 1937, he was giv en t he Monroe

/"

ob~

Res.a.~'nI!. 'tee\' ana. a\!,s.'I.:n 'en 3e:rro.aT!. 'fue ate:o.a.e;r<l.
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hia Selltem'oer score lias

hundred and twenty- five.

aId

ROlleve-r, be u.s a.ble

e~e,ht~-one .

to s1.'1.!;ht1.! s'llr-pass the s'l.s:no..e:ra. '1.n

for

3 an'lla~,

seo'1''1.'tIB one

The comprehension standard for

this test wa s 7.7. or better than seven paragraphs r ead in
the four minutes of the testing time.

His score in

September was 7.0 and i n J anuary i t was 9.0, which brought
him past the standard.

I n summarizing his accomplishments

1 t may be said that he had, through the remedial work of one
year and t wo months, rai sed his standard of read1ng more than
two ysars. and 1n so dOing , brought his read1ng ability up
to the standard for his grade.

I t can be sa1d that th€

remedIal read1ng had, i n his case, made a normal reader out
of a poor one .
Case Study No. 6.-- Frances V.

The otis I ntel l igence

Test showed Frances to be a dull child as to intell1gence .
Her previous teacher had thought her t oo dull and i rrespon
sive to succe ed i n reading.

The Haggerty Read i ng Examinat ion

given her i n March , 1937, gave her re ading age as below Si x ,
or of no measurable readi ng ab i lity •.
retarded three years and fo ur months.

At that t 1me , she was
It was thought best to

begi n at the begi nning with Fr ances, s i nce her sight vooabu
lary was s o meager.

Her physioal development was normal, and

al though she had an eye defect, i t was taken care of by glass es. .
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She had not been ill at any long period during her previous
sohool h1 s tory.

It s e eme d that the underlying oause for he r

reading disabilities was the f ac t that Franoes had been
star ted in reading befor e she was mentally ready for i t. Like
Charles W. she had experi eno ed so many unpl easant situations
in conneot1on with reading, that she had taken a dislike to
it and to all that per tai ned to sohool, so that it had warps
her personality.

She had a good home and good oare (Frances

was an adopted child ) and was not "spoiled" at home , but she
was unabl e to get along with the other ohildren.

She picked

quarrels with them and was vindi ot i ve and spi teful.

She was

al s o g1ven to f als ifying when t he oooasion gave her the oppor 
tuni ty.

It is quite possibl e that these unhappy traits may

hav e been brought about by the f aot that she could not suooeed
i n readi ng.

To quote f r om Monroe and BaokuB~--

Th e child t akes an a ggressiv e opposit i on to the sub
ject or person who has thwarted him. We f i nd many poor
readers who "hate" re ading, "hate" the teaoher and T'hate "
sohool . I n extreme oases thi s aggressive opposition may
be applied not only to school, but al so to soc i al OUS 
toms, laws and tradit ions ; school becoming i dentified
with sOOi ety in general . Children brought into Juvenile
Court f or del i nquent behav ior are largely drawn from
school fa ilures . Reading disab i li ties contribute att i
tudes in many oases whioh r esult in anti -s ooial and
delinquent behav i or.
The bshav i or of Fr an ces, espeoially at fi rst , was d1s
t1notl y ant i - sooial.
2

~.,

p . 8.

However, after she had been g iven
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"pupil-t.e a cher" help in the "experience" reading class, grad
uated to the di agnostic workbook and "puzzles," read a number
of pre-primers, primers and first readers her dislike for
reading evaporated, and her attitude improved.

She is, at

this writing, reading a continued story to the class every
morning and is doing it because she wants to.
Here follows the record of

It is read well.

Frances a s shovm by tests:

Haggerty Reading Test Ma rch,1937,Reading age--Below

6.

Haggerty Reading Test Oct., 1937, Reading age

7.1

Gain shown in five school months

1. 1

Master Achi evement Test(2dgracle)Jan.1938, Reading Grade

2.0

The Monroe

Silent Reading 'T est was given her but it was

too hard for her, and she copied the answers from the other
children.

A det a iled report of the results of the Monroe Test

with regard to Frances will follow the last case study.
Case study No.7. --Mary C.

Mary had an 1. Q. of ninety

six according to the Otis mental measurement.

The Haggerty

Reading Examina tion g iven her in March, 1937, showed her to
be retarded 2.7 years.

It was decided to treat her case in

the same way that Frances' was to be treated.

She was to

begin at t h e beginning and rema in in the "experience" method
class until she had gained a sight voc abulary and some good
habits of attacking new words, etc.
was good, but her home life was not.

Her physical condition
She wa s the only
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member of her family, with the exception of her father, who
did not h ave an eye defect.

These defects evidently were

inherited from the mother who was ne arly blind.

The home was

poor, the children dirty and the mother ill most of the time.
Mary was a puzzle t o her t e achers.

At times she showed

considerable signs of intelligence, but at other times she
showed very ll.ttle indeed.

One of her previous tea.c hers

classed her as too dull to teach, and another said that she
was intelligent enough, but too mean and lazy.
tude also was anti-social.

Mary's atti

She would quarrel with the chil

dren, do spiteful thing s to them, etc.

The author decided

that the cause of Ma ry' s ma ladjustment in reading was about
the same as Frances'; that is, she was started along the
path of reading long before she was r eady for it, and that
this start had brought about the poor attitudes toward read
ing a nd classmates.

This attitude was strengthened by poor

home condi tions.
The tests gave Mary's reading achievements a s follows:-Haggerty Reading Age in March, 1937

0

Haggerty Reading Age in October, 1937-- 6 years 3 months
Master Achievements Test in January
Gain in 8 school months

--Grade 1.8
8 reading months

This- gain is not what could have been hoped for, but when it
is considered that she had shown no improvement a t all during
the first three years at s c hool, this gain is not incoreiderable.
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Case study No.8. --Billy I.

Billy had an I. Q. of one

hundred and four and was retarded two years and eleven months
according to the Haggerty Reading Examination.
this test was zero.
ability.

His scor'e on

That is to say, he showed no reading

Billy was thought by his previous teachers to be

extremely slow.

On the Henman-Nelson Intelligence Test

given to the 4B's in February, 1938, his score wa s only 88.
Since this t est was a read ing test, this is not to be taken
seriously.

Physically he was all right with an exception

of a slight s peech difficulty.
pestuous.

Billy's home life was tem

He had eight lively brothers who were di sorderly

and quarrelsome at home.

This disturbance, no doubt, had

some effect upon Billy's outlook on life in general.

He was

a stolid, quiet child with an air of apathy and hopelessness
that was probably induced by his school failures in reading
and his life at home.

The past year ha s been a sad one for

Billy.

ill much of the time, one of his

Hi s mother

W9.S

infant twin sisters died in September, and in December his
mother died also.

The older brothers took over the house

keeping with what meager ability they had along that line,
and Billy has been faring as best he could since that time.
Billy's father is trying, at this writing, to get the three
younger boys into the Masonic Orphans Home.
Billy's cas e was tre ated in the same way as was the
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TABLE III.

SCORE MADE ON MONROE STANDARDIZED SILENT READING
TEST SHOWING HOW CHEATING MID C.ARELESSJ.Ij~SS
AFFECTED THE SCORES.
FORM 1 - DISHONEST SCORE
FORM 2 - HONEST SCORE

TEST 1 FORM 1

TEST 1 FORM 2

Name 1

Frances v.
Mary C.
Billy I .

Speed

Comprehension

speed

Comprehension

205
95

6

'72
44
'70

2

3

gg

5

1
3

I
lThe first two children cheated by copying the answers
from their neighbors, but the" third. child carele s sly guessed
at the ans wers without reading the selection.
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oase of Franoes and Mary, so i t wil l not b e neoessary to go
into detail here.

They were al l three clas sed as non-readers

and put tl.to the "experi enoe " or ohart reading olass .

The fol

lowi ng tests give a conorete measurement of Billy ' s progress : -Hagger ty ReadlngTes t Maroh ,1937, Read1ng age--Bel ow

6.

Haggerty Readi.q; Test Oot ., 1937,Reading age

7. 4

Gai n 1n Reading age dur1ng five sohool months-l yr. 4 mo.
Master Achievement Te s t No.2 J anuary, 1938 - -Grade
Gain i n readi ng

March,1 937-Jan. 1 938~ mo )

0 to grade

2.3
2.3

Of the three non-readers i n this third grade olass tested
1n Maroh, 1937. Bil l y has shown the greatest improvement.

Thi~

however. i s to be expeoted i n view of the faot that he had a
greater mental equi pment than either Mary C.or Frances V.
At this point it woul d be wel l t o give the data gathered
on oheating vs. poor reading abil ity.

The prev i ously men

t i oned three children, namel y. Frances V. , Mary C. and
Billy I ., gave evidence of try i ng to achieve suocess during
the Monroe Sil ent Reading Test by unfair means.

The oooa

sian of this evidenoe was t he fir st Monroe Test in Se ptember,
1937.

Sinee none of the se children were third grade readers,

it was no t expected tha t they should score ver y high on this
test, since it was a te st for grades three to five. However.
I t woul d have been pos sible f or Frances and Bill y to have
read part of it i ntell ige ntly.

The author noted, at t he

beginning of the te st , "that Frances and Mary immediately
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began to look slyly over their papers to those of their neigh
bors, and to copy what they could see, making no pretense of
reading.

Billy did not look at hi s ne ighbor ' s paper, but

went through the test without attempt i ng to read it, under
scoring any word that struck his fanoy.
They were not disturbed for the duration of the test,
and the result of this September test compared with the
result of the J anuary, 1938, Monroe Test, wherein they were
not permitted to l ook at any paper exoept their own, and
wherein

B il~y

was urged to read carefully . (s ee Table I II ).

Their soores in both speed and comprehension fel l consider
able.

This second Monroe Sil ent Reading Test agreed with

the Master Achi evement Test g i ven at the same t i me.
These cases have been g iven to show that past failures
in reading have a tendency to br i ng about habits of cheating
and carelessness, and dev elop the wrong attitude toward the
aocompli shment of a problem.

If they could have been success

ful i n very simple reading at an earlier peri od i n their

•
school career, and could hav e been praised for honest accom
plishment, it i s not l ikely that such anti-social habits
woul d have appeared.
In summarizing this cnapt er on "Gathering and Interpret
lng Dat a ." it may be said that the data was gathered in two
dlf f erent ways, i.e. by standardl zed tests and by observation
of the i ndividual ' s dail y pe r formance.

Analysls of reading
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TABLE IV.

GAIN IN READING ABILITY OF CHILDREN MENTIONED IN
CASE STUDIES AS MEASURED BY STANDARDIZED TEST.*

Name

School Mont hs Take n
for Remedi al Work

Gain i n
Reading Abill ty i n
Years - Months
i~*

George H.
Lillia.n G.

Whitful O.
Charles VI.
Daniel B.

Frances V.
Mary a.
Billy 1.

*Master

2.4
.6

12
6
12
12
12
10
10
10

A cr~evement

1.9
2. 2
2.1
2. 0
1. 8

2. 3

Te s t.

*1(-2. i+ me ans two years and four months.
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diffioulties was made on the bas is of t h e informat i on
gathered by these two methods.

Phys10al fa otors, emo

t10nal faotors and the home were oons1dered 1n r elat10n
to the r ead1ng d1sab1l1ty.

Standard measurement s were

presented to show that the remed1al measures used were
effect1ve.
i ndividual.

These measurements were shown as class and
The remed1al measures were s1m1l ar to those

described 1n Chapter II I.

The gain made in years and

months as shown by the Haggerty Reading Exam1nat1on,
Monroe Standardized Si l ent Reading Test Revised, and the
Master Aohievement Test No. 2 is shown in TableIV.

CHAPTE.."l. V

CONCLUSION

In conclusion the author wishes to 'summarize briefly
the preceding chapters, to follow this with the resulting
conclusions a nd recommendations, and conclude with a sug
gestion for further study.
In chapter I the reason for this study has been given,
and may be briefly stated as follows: Alt hough it is gen
erally assumed by the makers of the curri culum, that all
third grade children have mastered the mechanics of reading
and are ready to dem onstrate all the reading skills needed
in the intermed iat e grades, this is not t he case.

As a

ma·tter of fact, more than 25 per cent of these third grade
children are incapable of doing even third grade reading
(see Figures I and 2).

The writer has classed this lower

25 per cent a s "poor re aders" (those children who can
read first or second grade material) and as "non-readers,"
(those children I'lho can not read first grade material).
As a result of t hese reading discrepanci es within a
grade, numerous other c onditions arise.
may be catalogued as follows:

Some of these

the dev elo pment of

(76)
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an inf eriority complex du e to the fact tha t the child has
never bee n successful in reading; development of cheating,
lying and bluffing attitud es, to cover up his reading defi
ciency; development, of an a tt itude of indifference or dis
like for the subject of readi ng; development of intense
dislike for the school, the teache r and the ot her students .
It is

bel~evElI

that many of these undesirable attitude s and

habits may be eliminated by the third grade teacher if she
will begin \vi th the child, at a point where he can be suc
cessful in reading , and build up from this point, as many
of the reading abilities as it is possible for the child to
g rasp.

The problem involved may be stated as fo llows: can

the classroom teacher of fort y-two children provide suitable
remedial work for the non-re ader and the slow reader , so
that they may make re as onable pr ogress in reading?
It is contended that it is ne cessary fo r the teacher
to be f am iliar with other studies which have been made i n
reading, in order that she may know the acceptable reading
standards, and the most desirable remedial meaSures use d. by
other teachers and educators.
are presented in chapter II.

A discussion of these s t udies
Briefly, these studies may be

clas se d as (1) those vlhich involve the use of the eye in
reading (eye - movements); (2) t hos e concerning the pr obl em
of inner speech and lip- reading; (3) those invo lving the
three stages of reading, (preparatory , initial and rapid
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r eadi ng s tage); (4) those concerned with the cause s of re ad

i ng d ifficul ti es ; and (5) thos e relat ing to remedial measures .
A knowledge of the stud ies made in eye-movements will
a i d the teacher i n es tabl ishing the correct rhythmic eye
mov ements , and in realiz i ng the amount of mus cular activ ity
and resul ti ng fatigue involved in moving the eye acros s the
page.

A kn owledge of the inse parable associ ati on of sight

and sound of words helps the teacher to know that i nner speech
result s i n "l ip- r eading" and is natural .

The reading of a

s elect ion without vocalizat ion is an acquired art and must be
taught.

Rapi d readi ng may be b rought about by the t eaching

of l arge units (such as sentences or phra ses) in the begi nning ,
i n order to cult ivate longer eye-sweeps.
These other studies 1n reading result in a knowl edge of
the cause s i n r eading difficulties.

One of the le s s common

causes 1s that of reversed mental images.

This c ondition 1s

found when b oth sides of t he brain exert the s ame amount of
dominance over the body, causing the child to see a word
corr ectly one time , and 1n a reversed posi t i on a t a nother
time.

(Example --~-~. )

Another unusual cause of r eadi ng

diffi cul ties 1s "word-bl indness, caus ed by an inj ury to one
s i de of the brain, and "motor-minde dnee s, " wherein

t he

child must be taught to read by the kinae sthet i c me thod.
Some of t he more common causes of re ading diffic ult ies
noted in this study are a s fol lo ws: poor eye-sight , poor
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hearing, defective speech; emotional disturbances such as
disappointment at failure in reading, or a fear of the
teacher or principal; too much absence from school the
first year; reading-readiness not considered in starting
the child in reading; mental retardation.
The remedial measures include, first, the securing of
an enthusiastic interest in reading by means of small suc
ces ses, games and contests, visual aids, etc., and secondly,
the developing of efficient reading habits.

This may be done

by the child's increasing sight vocabulary, by teaching him
to notice the similarities and differences between words, ani
by recognizing the word by its use in the context, etc.

If

the child does not respond to any of the above measures, then
the vowel and consonant sounds must be taught, together with
the phonetic elements of the words.
The plan of procedure used in this study included the
use of the Haggerty and Otis Group Intelligence Tests, to
determine the child's mental capacity for learning.

These,

mental tests we re followed by the Monroe Standardized Silent
Reading Test No.1. Form 1, Detroit Reading Test I and
Haggerty Reading Examination Sigma 1, in order to find the
reading achievement of the child.

To supplement these tests

the writer followed Betts's suggestions in observation, not
ing the educational, physical and social factors that might
influence the child's reading ability.

These tests and
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observati ons were f ollowed by remedi al meas ures .
readers we re s epar ated f rom t he non- readers.

The poor

The non- reade r s

were organi zed i nto a chart -readi ng cl ass , who had a sensory
expe rienoe f or all sentences made and words l earned.

Phono

grams , v owel s , consonants were prese nted and bl e ndi ngs i ntro 
duc ed whereve r i t b e came ev ide nt that t he chi l d needed thi s
a s a tool i n attack i ng words .

The slow re ade r s were given

somewhat the same hel p wi th t he exce pt ion of t he char t mate r
ial,

wh1ch was

s imple words.

unneoessary si nce t hey al r eady knew the more
Fault y eye-movements were che cked upon and

cl ass i nstruction gi ven t o l engthen the e ye span.

Game s and

puz zl es , to i mprov e the comprehe ns ion of t h e se re aders, were
pr ovided i n a b ox of one hundred di f fe r ent sele ctions for
drill called "Pro j eots in Sil ent Readi ng Ar r anged f or I ndi v id
ual Study , " by J ame s E. McDade .

A"Diagnos tic Workbook, "

published by the Ameri can Educat i on Pr es s , fu r nis hed dr1ll on
the common we akne s se s in readi ng .

A "Library HOur " held

twi ce a we ek , during which the children t old the clas s abou t
the most i nter es ti ng stor y or b ook t hat they had read , was
a nother mea ns of stimul ati ng an inter est i n r eading .

An

i nd1 vidual r ecord was made f or both t he "Pr oj ect s in Si l ent
Re ading , " and "Library Hour , " so that the ch i ld coul d se e hi s
progres s .

Another me t hod u sed suco es s f ully in thi s remed1al

work was that of t h e "pupil-teacher ."

A more advanced stu

de nt of t he third grade hel ped t he s l ow and non- read er,
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before school or during some spare time.

After having been

given this remedial help according to their individual needs,
the children were tested in reading again.

Some were tested

with the Haggerty Reading Examination, others with the Monroe
Standardized Silent Reading Test 1, Form 2 and the Master
Achievement Test II, in order to determine the amount of
improvement which had been made.
In gathering and interpreting the data the following
items which have a dectded bearing on the subject of readtng
difficul ttes in the third grade were noted.

The first item

is that of the varying abilities of third grade readers.
These abilities range from zero to sixth grade.

In a few

isolated cases the third grade child may have a reading abtl
ity
that goes beyond the sixth grade \see Figures 1 and 2).
<
This condition is deplorable, but inevitable under our present
system of teaching reading to all children entering the IE
grade.
The second Item to be brought out is that a group test
of intelligence which includes any reading, is not a fair
mental test for the poor reader.

An individual mental mea

surement is best, but in the event that it is impossible to
give this sort of test, the next best thing to do is to
secure a test which does not measure intelligence by

readil~.

The third item is that emotional upsets which have been
induced by reading disability, may be eliminated by reducing
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the reading disabil ity, (See Case Studi es No. 4 and No. 6)
and

that reading disab il ity that has bee n brought about by

emotional u psets will not i mprove until tha t emot ional upset.
is removed.

(See Case Study No. 2 ).

The f ourt h i tem to be emphasiz ed is that of int erest.
I nterest may be brought about by simple su coesse s i n t he
reading f ield , whe re noth i ng but f a ilures had been experi
enced hitherto, and that interes t s ustained by r eading games ,
"puz zles , " numerous books on the r eadi ng level of the slow
reader, "story-hour " ac c ompli shments , e tc .
The f ifth item i s tha t intense remedi al work wil l bri ng
up the reading level of the entir e cla ss (see Table I and
Figures 4 and 5) and will especia lly bring about an a ppreoi
able impr ovement of the poore st r eaders of that class . (See
Tabl e IV.page 74).
The a ixth item brought out in this study is an answer
to t he problem of how much can the ordinary classroom teache r
rai s e the reading levels of t he sl ow and non- readers. Table IV
pr oves that the ord inary classroom teacher can r ai se the
read ing levels o f the slow and non-readers a ppreCiabl y.
The recommendat ions are a s follows :

Firs t , arrange

s peci al remedial clas ses f or these s low and non-readers , that
will be held at l eas t five houre a week , or more if possibl e ,
where in this child with re adi ng diff i oul tie s may be individ
uall y diagnos ed , and as sisted. by a remedial readi ng teacher.
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The child should not be held for all the minimum essentials
of the curriculum, but should be free to give most of h is
time to the overcoming of his reading difficulties, unt il
such time as he should be able to resume his place in his
class unhampsred by the f act that his reading ability waS
several grades below his a ctual grade.
econd, supply him with pl enty of bri ght new books on
his reading level.

Ol d worn books, however valuable, do

no t have the same appeal t o the child as a new book.
hird, provide, (through t he P. T.A. if t he parents are
not able or enough interested to buy them ) a variety of work
books along the diagnosti c l evel, s o that as soon as it is
proven that a child hae mastered a cert ain dlfficulty he can
be supplied

th other correc t ive work .

The suggestions f or further study are as f ollows : --A
slow or non-reader may profit b y the remedial program of the
ordinary classroom teacher of f orty-two Chil dren, but it i s
recommended . that he be given mor e individual a t tention and
freedom f rom othe r classroom subjects u.n til he has corrected
his reading di fficult1 es.

In view of these facts, the f ol

lowing study is 8uggested : --Sel ect a class of forty-two
children, give them as much remedi al assistance as poss1ble,
after havi ng measured their reading abilities. l Measure these
ISee Appendix for valuable individual tests of reading
abi lity and capaci ty. which were not on t he market at the
t ime thi s study was made .
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abilities after having spent a term on these remedial helps;
follow this with a term of individual remedial reading during
which time the children are excused from their regul ar class
work, or most of it, and measure their reading abilities at
the end of this second term in order to learn whether or not
the individual remedial assistance of the second t e rm would
yield greater dividends in reading, than did the remedial
work of the first term.
The writer wishes to close this dissertation with this
comment: While all educators agree that it is the right of
every child to gain an education, and to be happy and success
ful in its accomplishment, a great many children are denied
these privileges through no fault of their own.

They have

been shoved .into the path of reading by some of these same
educators, and have f allen by the wayside, becoming more dis
couraged , dishonest, unhappy, repressed, and even a nti-social
as they are harassed through the grades.

If it is possible

for the teacher of the third grade to stem this tide of
maladj usted children, she will have done them, and society,
a great good.

It is hoped that the preceding chapters have

shown how this may be done.
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APPENDIX

The fol1owlng po1nts of observatlon are suggested by
Emmett A. Betts. l
I. Educatlonal factors
A. Oral read1ng
1. I gnores punctuati on
2. Word-by-word reading
a. Incorrect phrasing
b. I nadequate phrasing
c. Lack of emphasis on meanlng
d. POints to each word
3. Inadequa te voi ce control
a. s trai ned high-pitched voice
b. Monotonous tone
c. Too 11ttle or too much volume
d. Poor enunc1ation
4. Tendency to confuse forms
a. Word reversals
b. Letter reversals
c. Begins at r1ght end of line or word
5. Omits words
6. Inserts words
7. Substitutes words
8. Mispronounces
9. Repeats words
10. Low rate of reading
11. Inadequate word-recognition habits
12. Speech defect
B. Silent readlng
1. Lip movement
2. Low rate of readlng
3. Comprehenslon d1fficulty
4. Inadequate background of experlence
C. Word recognitlon habits
1. I nadequate sight 11s t of words
2. Falls to use context clues
3. Fails to use picture clues
4. Fails t o note root, suffixes and prefixes
lLoc. Ql1., Betts, pp. 8 2- 3.
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5. Fails t o use confi guration clues
s. Si milarities
b. Difference s
6. Inadequate oontrol over init1al sounds and end1ngs
7. Inab1l ity to syllab icate and t o note famil i ar words
in long words
8. Fails t o make use of simple phon1 c principles
9. Lack of ab i11ty 1n use of d1acr1tical marks
10. Guesses a t wor
11. Sounds word elements inaccurately
D. Study habits
1. Begins work wi t hout interest or vigor
2. Lacks persistence
3. Wandering attention
4. Fails to l ocate information quickly
5. I nab11 i ty to summarize or outline material read
6. Fails to associate material read with previous
experiences
E. Spelling habits
1. Confuses l etters and parts of words
a. Reverses letters
b. Reverses s yllables
c. Reverses word forms
2. Ev i dence of mirror writing
3. Overemphasis on phonetiCS
4. Spell s l etter by letter
5. Omits or adds l etters
6. Oral spelling superior t o writ ten spelling or
vi ce versa
7. I nability to pronounce words t o be spel l ed
8. Fails to remember correct spelling
9. Lack of knowledge of meaning
10. Poor motor control in writing
F. Background
1. I nadequate speaking vocabulary
2. Lack of facility in use of English language
3. Small foundation of information about science,
social scienoe, literature, music and art
I I . Physioal factors
A. Under nouri shment
B. Mouth breathing
C. Lack of rest
D. OVerwork
E. Eyes ache or burn
F. Hold book too near, too far, or at an angle
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G. Ev1denoe of blurred or unc omfortable v1s1on
H. Frovms
1. I ns t ability
J . Headaohes
K. D1zz1ness
L. ausea
M. ResidualS from children ' s d1seases
• Eas1l y f at1gued
O. Turn1ng in or out of one eye when fatigued
P. Fa1lure to see blaokboard writ1ng
Q. I nflamma.tory condition abou t the eyes
R. Double v 1sion
S. Poor posture
T. Poor hear1ng
I II.

Soo1al attitudes
A. Indifferenoes versus enthusiasm
B. Sul l en , negativistic versus co-operative , r esponsive
C. Prefers to work alone
D. Day dreams
E. ReSists reading 1nstruot ion
F. Dislike for teacher and fo r school
G. Reading tenseness and fear of ridicule
H. Emot1onal or nervous ins tabilit y
I. Lack of home encouragement
J. Lack of confidence
K. Lack of pers1stence
L. Oversensit1veness
M. JJust be urged to attempt new words
• Lack of 1nterest 1n books
O. Carelessness
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Name__________________________________________________________________...... Boyar GirL_............________._.__
Age last birthday.............._. Next birthday will be...._______.__........._________ 19_....___
Grade............ Date.__ _.____________._._. City_..____._.._........________.____... S ta te__.__......_.._.___.._
SChool____..__.__.......___....._......_._.___________._ T eacher____..__..._._...___.____._._._....____________.......
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Below there are three exercises. Under each exercise there is a row

:1 words printed in bold face type. Each exercise asks a question. You
U'e to read each exercise and then answer the question by drawing a line
ullder the right word printed in the black type.
Read the following exercises:

!ore _._______
ui.

(a) Carl, George, Jane, and Clara live in the same block. They all
,lve little dogs to play with except Clara, who has a pretty white cat.
iraw a line under the word which tells what Clara had.
dog

doll

buggy

money

cat

ds his dog

Iter.
old.

The answer to this exercise is "cat," so draw a line under eat.
(b) Angel food cake should be baked in a slow oven. Mary has
"t put her cake in the oven to bake and has turned the gas on in full
:~t Her cake of course, was not a success. How do you think Mary
'it ?
happy
sad
proud
stubborn
glad

Dod

l

The answer to this exercise is Usa d." Draw a line under sad.

e

away

(c) John wished to make a box, but his father would not let him
til Saturday, when there would be no school. Draw a line under the
trd which tells what John wanted to make.
aeroplane

wagon

kite

sled

box

the South.
.g, "Spring

On the three following pages there are a number of exercises like
to be read and answered. \Vhen the signal is given, turn over this
;e and begin. Work rapidly but remember that your answers must
right in order to count. Remember that you are to draw a line under
one word in each exercise. Also remember that this test is on
'ee pages. When you finish one page turn to the next.
Copyright 1921 by W",lter S. Monroe
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es

candy

bread
toys
6. Father gave Boy Blue
a dog
a letter

money

shoes
a bird

'se.
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winter

658
15. It wasn't quite bedtime. After an early tea the fire was lighted
670 and th e children had an hour for a game or a story, or whatever pleasant
685 things might happen.
688
Draw a line under the word which tells what kind of time tbey had
702 after tea.
704
exciting enjoyable tedious unhappy sad
709
716
721
728

733

16.

The smith, a mighty man is he,
With large and sinewy hands;
And the muscles of his brawny arms
Are strong as iron bands.
Draw a line under the word which best describes the smith.

744
749
759
772
784
795
800
80S
811
816
822
827
832
845

treacherous

pale

short

stout

17. Little Scar Face was an Indian gi rl. Every morning Little
Scar Face worked very hard. She set the w igwam in order, scoured the
kettle, and brought in a great pile of wood for the fire.
Draw a line under the word that describes Little Scar Face.
idle careless industrious lazy negligent
18.

Bright yellow, r ed, and orange
The leaves come down in host~;
The trees are Indian princes,
But soon they'll turn to ghosts;
The scanty p ears and apples
Hang russet on th e bough.
Draw a line under tbe season of the year described in this stanza.
Bummer spring autumn
winter
19. From Harweda's birth everything that love or money could do
for him had been done. His parents never thought of making him think
of anybody but himself. He had never g iven up a eomfort that some
body else might have a pleasure.
Draw a line under the w ord which best describes Harweda.
selfish
pleasant companionable
happy polite

90S
917
931
936
950

20. An old man was sitting in his lodge, beside a frozen stream.
It was the close of winter, and his fire was almost out. He appea red
very old and very desolate.
Draw a line under the word that tells what kind of man he was.
English Japane..e Egyptian Indian German

960
%S
970
974
986
989
994

21.

DE1

fat

849
859
872
885
890
900

955

DE1

'Twas the night before Christmas,
And all through the house,
Not a creature was stirring,
Not even a mouse.
Draw a line under the w ord which best tells how this stanza
d escribes Christmas Eve.
cold li~h t
anowy quiet m.erry

Do not 01
stories. y ,
Name . .

(Fir

Age last bir
T eacher.
School

Sample
He is watl

little dog
l. Ouu

bl
2. The

SII

Sample

house. S,
flo wer bed
3. The
101

4. The

ho
Sample

gave him s'
a ball, and
5. Boy
br,
6. FathE

aE
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EVELINE A. WATERBURY
Assistant Supervisor of Reading
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Do not open this booklet until you are told to do so. Look at the sample
.tories. You will have time later to write your name, etc.
Kame.....
........................
. .Grade.
(First name.

fLod la.st OA.me)

initioJ,

Age last birthday .

.years ..

Teacher ..

.Date.

.19 .. .

School ..
Lis stanza.

hey could do

I,g him think
It that some

r

eda .
lite

pzen stream.
~e appeared

1n he was.
ian

, this stanza

~

.months

. City. .....

shining

raining

___________

uis

ds his dog

. . . ...... .

Sample StOTY A. Mother says Billy must stay in the house.
He is watching the big drops on the window. He can see a
iittle dog on the sidewalk. The poor little thing is all wet.
1. Outside it is

blowing

~o re

Iter.
old.

ood

snowinlr

2. The dog is on the

sidewalk

bed

floor

grass

e

Sample StOTY B. A bed of flowers was at the side of the
house. Some boys were playing ball. The ball fell into the
,fiower bed and they could not find it.
3. The ball was

lost

new

old

away

the South.
g, "Spring

big

4. The boys were playing

house

school

ball

train

1------------------------------------

Sample SIOTY C. Boy Blue was a good boy. Father
':lve him some money for cleaning the yard. He got a horn,
! ball, and a soldier, with the money.
5. Boy Blue got

bread

toys

candy

shoes

6. Father gave Boy Blue

a dog

a letter

money

es

a bird

·se.
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15. It wasn't quite bedtime. After an early tea th e fire was lighted
670 and the children had an hour for a game or a story, or whatever pleasant
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I. It was a cold winter day. The children played in the
snow. They rolled the snow and put some eyes, a nose, and
a mouth in it . They set it up back of t he barn.

D o not oper
stories. You
N ame .. .... .
(First

17. The children made a
house
box

snow man

18. They were playillg; iIl the
bam
snow
woods

wagon

01

Age last birth,
T eacher .

field

School . "

Sample ~

J. Every day little Jack puts a cent in his bank. He
will not take any out unt il he has enough to buy a new
wag;on. H e can buy a nice red wagon for ten cents.
19.

J ack saves
toys

pictures

books

money

20. J ack will get a

wagon

horse

kitten

top

-----_.-.

K. Mary is making a flag.

She will color it red, white,
and blue. Mary's brother is a soldier. He will put her
flag in the willdow.
21. The flag will have

two colors

four colors

three colors

one color

22. It will be put in the

bam

box

window

comer

L. We have a new dog;. His name is Spot. When we
go away, he stays at home. H e barks when anyone comes
near the house.

23. Our dog is a
big dog
toy dog

baby dog

watch dog

little flower
were Very W:
cool us off. '
1. The d
cole
2. Jack 1
rail
Sample S.
blocks, and
There were I
trees.
3. On ho
dre;
4. The b
mue
Sample S

and squealirJ
back. Pigg;
5. When
plea
6. The pi
gar<
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24. The name of the dog is

Billy

Gruff

Spot
[ 4

1

CcpvriJi ~.

Jack
~
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I. My mother made some bread. She used flour, alt,
milk, and lard. She forgot to put the yeast in. It did not
rise and was so heavy we could not eat it.
17. To make it rise bread needs

sugar

yeast

flour

eggs

18. The bread was

sour

heavy

light

hot

J. The children played they were Eskimos. Mary was
the mother Eskimo. John was the father Eskimo. Tim was
the little Eskimo boy. They built a house of snow and ice.
Arnnged and Itlll

19. It was

winter

summer

fall

20. The mother Eskimo was
John
Tim
Mary

spring
Ann

My name iL
This is the. __ .

My next birth

K. Little green shoots came up through the ground.
The grass looked fresh. The roots began to grow, and the
tiny leaves peeped out. The early flowers were in bloom.

21. It was
fall

spring

summer

The name of J
The name of J

winter

22. The shoots were

white

brown

red

green

,

Pt

L. One cold winter day there was a heavy snowstorm.
At the same time the north wind blew. It heaped the snow
over the road in front of Polly'S house.
.
23. This happened in the month of

June

January

July

September

24. The wind that blew was the

south

east
[ 4

- ...... 0

Billy

north

west

Spot

Jack

I

......

Gruff
[ 4

I
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y name

I a m a4--- ----.---bo.Y or girl
Write

15.. •... _
First name

Las t nun<:

ltis is the _._ ...... . . day oL............ . _

,Iy next birthday will be...

. . .... . . . .

Score .... _._...
~eds

his dog
,ater.

. 19 --- . ...•.. I am. __ ..... .. . .years old.
. . 19

········

I am in ..... . .. half of Grade . .......

he name of my school is .......... _...... The name of my city (county) is............ .....

lund.
i the
n.

he name of my state is.. ........... ...... ......... _....... .... . . ............... .....•......... . .

Put a stem on the apple.
,

orm.
mow

Put a cross on the ball.

.

re

- -- -

Put a ring around the bee.

-
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~\

)

her

o
e
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the South.
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Make two lines under the horse.
Put a cross over the dog.
Cop."right, 1920, by World Book Comp=y.
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I. My mother made some bread. She used flour, salt,
milk, and lard. She forgot to put the yeast in. It did not
rise and was so heavy we could not eat it.
17. To make it rise bread needs

sugar

yeast

18. The bread was

...

.. .

flour

eggs

•

Test 1

g.

I.

Put a tail on this pig.

2.

Make an eye on the bird. ~

3.

Put a nng around the
squirrel.

4·

Put a cross on the WIng of
the goose.

5.

.t
-......;

8. P
.

'

•t~ •.• ,, 

9·
10.

F
F

Find the rabbit's tail and make
it longer.

6.

Make two lines under the big
Once a
bubble that is in the air.
The lit

- _. '''''''''::--'

7·

Put a cross above the pipe in
the girl's hand.

tim
1],

[ 2.
[ 2

J

F
F
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floW' , salt,
It did not
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gs

8. Put a cross over each bird that is
on the ground.

-:;;~

wtf~

~L~ ~o~

core~

_____

ds his dog
der.

~~~
~ 1:./;:1

ood

g@ ~~
\~'. . v,IEP'- 
""
""'~

~
~
d
;g

.~"

41~
-

•

,

j
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'

*""
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9·
10.

Put a cross on each child that is hiding.
Pu t two lines under the girl who has found the children.

e pIpe 10

.~!I'
es

"'he little pig jumped into a big kettle and saved herself just in
time.
1\.
11 2.

I

Ig, "Spring,

:r the big
nce a hungry wolf was about to eat a poor little pig.
he air.

.

away

the South.

~~-

(I/-1r
L(\~~" lL{('h'"

'e

Put a line under the animal which was about to eat the pig.
Put a cross under the place where the pig hid.
[ 3 I
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I. My mother made some bread. She used floW', ~alt,
milk, and lard. She forgot to put the yeast in. It did not
rise and was so heavy we could not eat it.
17. To make it rise bread needs

sugar
18. The bread was
.,

yeast

I4.

eggs

.

Here comes the cIrcus parade
driving a donkey hitched to a
want to see the circus. The
while the girls like the monkey

13.

flour

down the street. A clown is
little wagon. All the children
boys want to see the elephan~
better.

~

Put two lines over what the boys want to see.
Put a cross under what the girls like.

One d
rowed
seelllg .
an old
toward
the stUl

M
M

I. My mother made some bread. She used flour, s:11t,
milk, and lard. She forgot to put the yeast in. It did not
rise and was so heavy we could not eat it.

Published 1

17. To make it rise bread needs

sugar

yeast

flour

eggs

18. The bread was
~.

R ead this paragra
need to.

Mr. Toil had a se
bi g men as were i
IVays and customs l
w hole day long, tl
scholars, or stalked
hand. Unless a la
no chance of enjoy
2 2.

Draw a line
tells Mr. 1

23.

Draw a line
shows how

In a country far across the sea is a land of mountains and
valleys and many wonderful lakes and rivers. When the spring
time covers the mountain sides with fresh green grass, thousands
this paragraJ
of cattle are driven up into them to graze during the summer.
to.
need
Here they are watched and tended by the men from the villages,
while the women are busily preparing butter and cheese for the But we are anxiou
market. The men hang bells about the necks of the cows so minutes in the tur
Here we are imme
that they can locate those which wander from the herd. In the
neatness and CI
fall, when the cattle are driven down again into the valleys, there
ne room. Her
and a powerfi
is great rejoicing and a holiday among the children.

partmen t there
motors, lights, :

20.

21.

Draw a line under those who spend the summer preparing %4 . Draw a line
shows whal
food for the market.
Draw a ring around those who make merry in the fall.
Draw a cross under what helps the men locate the wan Z5· Drawa line UI
shows the a
dering cows.
[ 6
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{ad this paragraph and then do what it says to do.
need to.

~,

~~<
r>r.

Read it again

if you

IIr. Toil had a severe and ugly countenance, especially for such little boys or
ig men as were inclined to be idle. His voice, too, was harsh; and all his
vays and customs seemed very disagreeable to our friend Daffydowndilly. The
hole day long, this terrible old schoolmaster sat at his desk, overlooking the
olars, or stalked about the sc hoolroom with a certain awful birch rod in his
~nd.
Unless a lad chose to attend quietly and constantly to his book, he had
chance of enjoying a quiet moment.
lawyer
~.
Draw a line under the one of these four words that
farmer
tells Mr. Toil's occupation.
teacher
merch ant

~i,
~V;,'

t;Jf"

3·

Draw a line under the one of these four words that
shows how Mr. Toil looked.

handsome
indifferent
agreeable
displeasing

and
;pnng
usands
mmer. ead this paragraph and then do ~vhat it says to do. Read it again if YOIl
need to.
ill ages,
for th e ut we are anxious to see the inside of this wonderful craft; so, after a few

1S

ows so 'nutes in the turret, we go down the narrow hatchway into the boat itself.

,core _._._____

eds his dog
'ater.

food

re

away

the South.
19, "Spring

ere we are immediately struck by the amount of machinery everywhere and

In the e neatness and compactness of everything. Behind the living room is the
, there gine room. Here are two heavy oil engines for driving the boat on the sur
ce, and a powerful motor for use when the boat is submerged. In another
~m partment there are storage batteries for supplying the electric current for
e motors, lights, and cooking apparatus.

:panD

~

Draw a line under the one of these three words that
shows what is described in this paragraph.

raIl.
~

wan- f5· Ora w a line under the one of these three words that best
shows the amount of machinery to be seen.

l

7

J

~es

sailboat
aeroplane
submarine
little
much
none

winter

DetroIt Ru!!. ll: A

My mother made some bread. She used flour, satt,
milk, and lard. She forgot to put the yeast in. It did not
rise and was so heavy we could not eat it.

I.

17. To make it rise bread needs

sugar

yeast

flour

eggs

18. The bread was
Nar

Test 2

Sch

Do dogs bark ?_________NO
Is ice hot ?_______________ NO
Have cats wings? ____ NO
Can you see ? __________NO

YES
YES
YES
YER

Can you eat?_________________ N 0 YFS
2 . Can a hat walk? ____________ NO YES
3· Can a clock talk? -------- NO YES

I.

Rea

1
l

3

4· Do girls like candy? ______________ NO YES 4
5· Does a stone like to play? ___ NO YES 5
6. Can a duck wade ?_____________________NO
7· Is four more than two? _____________NO
8. Have all girls the same name ?_ NO
9· Are men larger than boys? _______ N 0
10. Is a dozen more than eleven ?___NO

YES
YliS
YES
YES
YES

6

ThE

q

b

10

16.
17.
18.
19.

Y1<:8 Ib
Y.hS 1 i
YES IS
YES 19

2 O.

1"

[ 8

I

c

8

YES 1 1
YES 1 2
YES 13
YES 14
YES I

Are hoods usually worn by elephants ?____________ NO
Do pigeo ns have two legs? _______________________________ N 0
Does the su n rise in the evening? ___________________ 0
Are difficul t problems easily solved? _______________ N ()
Do convicts sometimes escape from prison ?_____ ~ - \)

ThE

"

Does flour come from milk r__________________________ NO
1 2. Is every man a soldier? __________________________ __________ NO
13. Are dresses sometimes made of gingham ?________ NO
[4, Does A pril come before March? ______________________ N 0
[5, Are sweaters ever worn by men ?_____________________ NO
I!.

j

VPS 20

...

1. J

The
The
b
Tog

n

MASTER ACHIEVEMENT TEST
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Grade Two-Form A
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Name____________________________________________________________ ______________________________________________ Da te____________________________

SchooL______________________________________________________________________________________________ City_____________________________________
~S

rs

Reading Raw Score ___________

"

Reading Grade Score __________

~s
~s

Reading Test
1

~S

2

~S

3

~s

4
5 The cat ran up a
chair
tree
6

ES
t<:S
ES

ES

ES

every day. He gives him fresh water.

Time: 30 minutes.

"S

ES

2. Dick has a new dog. Dick feeds his dog

Sample

Dick gives his dog water and

A cat saw a dog. The cat ran up a tree.

7
8 The cat was
happy
wann
9

hill

candy

playing

friends

food

good care

bad care

away

afraid

ES 14
ER IS The deer and the rabbit were
big

sugar

~

10

1 j I

grass

Dick gives his dog

train

ES 1 I
ES 1 2 1. A rabbit and a deer were friends.
ES 13 They played together every day.

t<: S

flowers

poor

.

3. Many birds are back from the South.
They are making nests. Tkey sing, "Spring
. he~e. "
IS

In the spring, birds build
nests

farms

fires

trees

wann

h S I7
ES 18 Together, they had much
ES 1 9
fun
gold
food
grass
FS 20

Some birds go south in
spring

rain

summer

Copyright. 1937. by The Educational Printing House, Ine. All rights reserved.
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Achie~'eme"t

Test in ReadinfJ-Ora.de Two

Form A

Forn

4. Some people like winter. They have fun 7. Jack is a little dog. One day Jack saw

]0.

in the snow. They have races over the ice some little white rabbits. "Who are you?"

no I::

and snow.

']'he

said J ack. "Your ears are long. Your tails
are short. You are not little dogs."

B ird

People like winter fun and
fields

races

rain

In

The white rabbits had short

sleet

tails

ears

feet

eyes
Bird

It snows when it is
cold
hot
raining

th

Jack wanted to know who the rabbits

warm

saw

were

play

had

~~============================~

5. In the South, children play in the warm
sun all winter. The sun makes them brown.

:s;

8. Seals are animals that live in the Far
North. They like the cold wind. They play

11. '
cam!

wheI

in the cold water. They roll on the ice.

The '

It is warm in the winter in the
South

river

North

sky

cal

Seals live where it is
warm

dry

cold

hot
They

The sun makes the children
white

good

strong

sle

Seals like to

little

run

dance

jump

play

~==============================~

~,====================-

.first 1

6. Some Eskimos have two or three houses.
They nave stone houses which are for winter.
They have houses made of skins for summer.

] 2. ,

9. Happy children are well and strong. They

sure:

play in the sunshine and in the fresh air. They

the s1

run and jump. They like to play games.
Wher

The winter houses are made of
skins

stone

wood

Fresh air helps to make you
grass

strong

The skin houses are used in
spring

winter

summer

sad

warm

onE

poor

Healthy children are
fall

rich

mean

fou
Bays

cross

happy

hUi

Master Arhwuemcnt TeBt in Rcading-Grcute Two

Page 3

Birds eat worms and bugs. If there were 13. You can fee d the birds in winter. You
no birds, we could not live upon this earth. can put up houses for the birds. You can tie
The insects would eat all our food.
bells on your cats.
Birds eat

Hungry cats kill

insects

clothes

trees

flowers

Birds help us in many
things

days

dogs

houses

people

birds

Birds need your

ways

games

cats

help

dogs

balls

...
Far
play

y

11. The boys learned to know many birds at
14. Dick is nine years old. Some day he
They found out what birds eat and
wants to be a policeman. Dick likes to ride
I~ ho~o they build their nests.
and swim. He wants to be well and strong
so he can be a policeman.
boys learned about birds at
home
camp
school
church
Dick wants to be well and
quick
learned how birds
fly
live
sleep

play

slow

strong

good

Dick is a
boy

When you cross the street or road, look

king

policeman

man

...",

'"

to the right. Then look to the left. Be
They
They

you have time to get all the way across

115. Raccoons live in the woods. They look
for food at night. They eat corn and nuts.

street before a car comes.

They eat mice, frogs, toads, and bugs.
crossing the street, always look
one way

three ways

both ways

nest

four ways
and girls must be
hurt

careful

Raccoons look for food in the

sure

day

night

Ice

Raccoons eat bugs. Raccoons help the
cross

robin

farmer

children

chickens

Form A

Master Achievement Test in Reading-Grade Two

Page 4

16. Men are making parks for the birds. As 19. One day a little girl was playing. A baby

they fly south in the winter, they can rest in deer came out of the woods. He came up to
these parks. They can find food in the parks. the little girl. The little girl and baby deer
They will be safe, for no one may kill them. ran and had great fun. Soon their play was
over. The little deer ran back to the woods.
Noone may kill the birds in the
woods

parks

fields

trees

The baby deer played with the little
rabbit

girl

boy

dog

Men are trying to save the
parks

food

water

birds

The deer knew the little girl was
great
light
bad
kind

..

17. The farmer likes snow. It covers his
fields. It keeps the ground warm. When 20. Ben is a horse. He pulls a milk wagon.
spring comes, the snow goes. The water from He goes out at three o'clock in the morning.
The children are asleep. The children wake

the snow goes into the ground.

up in the morning. There is the fresh milk
for their breakfast. Ben has gone home to
rest.

In winter, snow keeps the ground
cold
warm
hot
dry

The water from the snow helps the farmer's Ben brings fresh milk for
breakfast
dinner
supper
horse
raIn
aIr
seeds

~~,======~======~~~========~,,~

18. A camp fire was left burning. The dry
leaves caught fire. The fire grew and grew.
After many days, the fire was put out. Many
tall trees were burned.
We should always put out camp
smoke

fires

pails

clothes

Someone was
careful

careless

afire

caught

lunch

At three o'clock in the morning, it is
light
dark
sunny
cold
...u..,.,~==~==========~======~~_
_

OTIS GROUP INTEllIGENCE SCALE
Devised by ARTHUR S. OTIS

PRIMARY EXAMINATION : FORM A

was

My name is ..... . . .
My birthday is .. .
On my last birthday I was
I am in the

years old.
grade.

The name of my school is ....... ... ... .. ....... . . .... .... . .. . . . . .. .. ........ . ..... .
The name of this city is ..
The date today is .... ... .. .
(Do not write below this line.)

-==

ragon.

ming.

wake
L milk
me to

Remarks or Further Data
I . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
2 . • . . . • . . . . ••. , . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . .. • • . . . • . •. .•.

3· .... . .. ... .. ... . . . ... .. .. . . ..... ... . ... . .. . .. . .... . .. .. .
4 · .. ...... .. .. . .... ... . ... . . . . . .. ... . . .. .... ... ... ..... .

TEn

!
SC ORE

,

,

._-

I
I

i

5· ... .. ... . . . ..... . . .

3

.

6 ... .

lunch

"""'""

4

_ '_1

I

7·
_5 _

8 ... .. '"

.. .. , ... . . ...... . ... .. ..... .... . . . ..... . .. .. ... .
__. 6 _

9· . ... . .. ... . . ... ...... . .. . . ............. .. .. . ..... . . .... .

___ _ _ _
1

7

I

10 . . . .

-- --!---- 

II ... . . ........ .

i
=---'-=,'
I

8

Total

Sco.i"e

- - --

12 . . . . • . . . . . .

i

- --

-

Norm

13 · . . . . .. .. . .... . . ..... . .. ... " . . ......... .... ...... . .... . .

- --- - - - 1Q

14· ... . . . . . . . . ........ .... ..... . . .... ...... .... .... . ..... .

15· ......... .. . ... ... ............... .. .... . ... . . ... . .... . . .

----" - - '
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Haggerty Intelligence Examination
DELTA 1
FOR GRADES 1-3

Arranged and standardized by M. E.

My

HAGGERTY,

University of Minnesota

nam e 1S _ __ _ _ _ .___ _ . __ _ ____ __ _ ___ ___ ___ _ _.__. _ _ ____ __ ____ _ __ ___ _ __ _
L~ st

First name

flame

I am a...... . .... . ... . ... . ... . . . .
Write boy err girl

This is the .. .. ..... .........day oL ..... ..... . .. ... ... .. ..... . 19-..-. .... . I am ..
My next birthday will be .

....years old.

'9· - .. . · . . . 1 am in.. ....... . .half of Grade...... ....

The name of my school is .... .............. .. . The name of my city (county) is................
The name of my state is . ...... ..... . . ...... ... ...... ... .. .... .... . ..... ..... .................. ... .. .
EXERCISE 1
B

1

2

3

A
~

4
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EXERCISE 12

If the two words m ean the sa m e, put an S between them.
If they m ean as different as can be, put a D between them.
I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I I

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

big _____ large
good _ __ bad
go _ __ leave
quiet _ . _ still
wet _ _ dry
low
high
sad
sorry
wide _ ._broad
run _ .___ stand
near _ _ close
sweet _ .___sour
happy _._cheerful
up ____ down
give __ take
fear _ ____ fright
rude ____ polite
timid
shy
plead
beg
friend_._enemy
order _ ._._ command
begin _ ___ commence
advance
retreat
gradual ____ sudden
climb __ ascend
accept
reject

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I I

12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
2I
22
23
24
25
Score _____ __ ___ _____ _.

- - ------ - ---- - - J~ OJs

O. '0 .D

[-I
--.J

r'- -l
.____ J

01

9

---_._-------- - -

EXE RCIS E 11

I

small _ _ little

no
yes
3 fall_. __ drop

2

4 leap _ _ jump
5 black- _white

6
7
8
9
10

go-- -come
hit- . -strike
flower__ __. blossom
sick_ ___ well
hot_ ._warm

1
v

o
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f,
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EXERCISE 8

If the two pictures are the same, put an S between them.
If they are different, put a D between them.
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~

9

o
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Score ____________ .. ___ _

EXERCISE 6

Mark in each picture what is left out.
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Samples.
An apple is a kind of-

TEST 1.

WORD MEANING
2

2 metal

1 paint

3 animal

I

5 chair ..

4 fruit

4

Large mean s -

1 angry

To shut mean s to -

2 big

1 help

1. A dog is a n -

1 answer

2. A robin is a -

I crow

4 little

3 hurt

3 take

2 give

4 excuse

3 bug

4

3

,

27.
28.

5 orange
2

2 bird

3

5 close .

4 run

3 animal

2 elephant

26.

5 like

3

29.

5 leaf ..

4 flower

23'

3. To bring is to -

1 find

2 carry

4. Small means -

1 hurry

2 large

5. To fall is to -

1 pay

6. To bake is t o -

2 lift

4 lose

5 fall .

3 little

4 like

5 help ..

3 touch

2 lose

1 break

3 think

4 drop

4

3

4

3

4

31.
32.

5 face ..

4 speak

3 cook

3

30.

33.

5 copy . ..... .
234

7. A dollar is -

1 copper

2 money

4 healthy

3 business

34.

5 clothing
234

8. A voice is used to -

2 speak

1 clamp

3 point

35.

5 mark .

4 write

4

9. A potato is a -

I song

10. Beef is a kind of -

3 vegetable

2 planet

1 horse

3 maze

2 boat

5 postman .

4 table

36.

,

37.

5 meat

4 ranch

38.
234

11. To chop means -

1 roll

5 cut .

4 chide

3 come

2 note

2

12.

If a thing is above, it is -

1 glad

13. A thing that is bent is -

1 warm

2 pleasant
2 sharp

3 short

3 crooked

4 higher

5 between :'

4 straight

5 tight ..

4

40.
3

14.

Travel m ea ns -

1 trouble

2 journey

3 serious

4 prepare

3 fun

1 fuel

2 water

1 stop

2 travel

4 writing

Quarrel means -

3 fight

3

42.

4 forget

3

17. A hall is a - I horn

3 tooth

4 room

4

S

5 throw ....... .
2

. 2 road

41.

5 presents .... ..,
2

16.

4

5 junction .
2

15. Oil is used for -

39.

,

4

43.
44.

5 field .
4

18. An island is surrounded by -

1 sugar 2 gardens

3 earth

4 salad

5 water

::
3

19.

Remain means -

1 ride

3 happen

2 measure

4 stay

1 holidays

3 food

2 water

46.

4 birds

1 image

2 civil

3 bitter

4 obtain

3

47.
34

1 iron

2 stone

3 cement

48.

4 wood

2 father

3 girl

4 heart

49.
,

50.

5 fruit .
3

24. A palace is a - I crown

2 stonn

3 land

4 building

1 knees

2 breast
[ 2

1

3 feet

4

51.

5 policeman .. ::
2

25. A helmet is worn on the -

4

5 grass .'
2

23. A maid is a - I smile

5

5 wedding .. ::
3

22. A carpenter ma kes things of -

4

5 flowers .
2

21. Marriage means -

,

5 accompany . "
:2

20. Salt is used on -

4 elbows

45.

5 head .

3

4

5

52.

2

26. When you miss school, you are -

1 tardy

2 absent

3 present

4 taught

"

3

27. A person is alone w ho is without -

28. A stomach is part of t he -

1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger '.

2 sky

1 sea

3 body

5

5 fair i
,

,

;

5 world

4 country

2

29 . A man' s daughter is his - -

30. III mean s -

1 sick

1 parent

2 child

2 hungry

4 son

3 sister

3 well

5 niece
3

4 safe

'"

5 sorry .. ... . . .... .
4

31. Excellent means very -

1 weak

2 good

3 happy

4 poor

5 tired .. •:
2

32. A hive is for -

1 oil

2 school

4 peaches

3 robbers

3

,

5 bees .
•

33. To tumble is to -

1 type

2 ask

3 knock

4 fall

34. A grandparent is an -

,;

35.

A smell is an -

36.

An elm is a -

1 antagonist

1 amount

3 ancestor

2 elephant

3 office

2 answer

5

5 tickle
23

•

4 impostor

4 odor

5 umpire .

4

, ,

5 idea .
,

1 mold

3 bug

2 helm

4 tree

3 beast

2 pearl

37. A mule is a - I splinter

4 ditch

3

1 expensive

2 pliant

3 scorched

4 liberal

"

5 domestic i

3-+

!"

•

39. A n author is a -

!~

40. A mayor is an -

2 policeman

I patron

.,

5 writer ,j

4 treasurer

3 statesman

2

1 expert

2 animal

3 invalid

4 umbrella

41. A zon e is a -

5

I number

2 stepson

3 region

4 sliver

12. To injure is to -

3 wound

4 sell

1 slump

2 insure

4

;

4,

;;

4

5

5 official :'
2

~

4

5 handle .
2

38. Costly things are -

5

5 tool .... , ... .
2

5

5

3

5 habit .

5 splash.
34,.)

"

,
I'
>,

2 rule

1 waken

43. T o rouse mea ns to -

3 roast

4 throw

5 love ... ,
2

44. Mild m eans -

1 gentle

2 price

3 wild

2

46. Wicked means --

2 grateful

1 generous

3 unselfish

4 evil

,j :

,

r
5

i'

4

5

4

,

5 ' brilliant "

':
.'i

3

5 behind

4 new

,

3

16. T o make preparations is to get -

2 measles

lover

3 ready

4 upon

5 cloudy "
4

2

2 capital

17. A selection is a - I bullet

3 desire

5 folder ..•.:

4 choice

3

18. To tour is to -

2 toast

1 prepare

3 lean

49. Twinkle mean s -

1 wrinkle

2 ringing

50. Coarse cloth is -

1 smooth

2 fine

4 travel

3 pitiful

4

5 trust

5 feeble .

4 glisten

,
.,
5

2

,

3 rough

4 cold

5 short
3

11. A bough is a - I limb

2 leaf

3 pail

4 crest

52. T o welcome mea ns to -

1 endure

2 persist
[ 3

3 receive

1

5

5 trunk
2

5

,

4 believe

5 practice .:

4
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53. A blunt thing is -

1 dull

64. Circular means -

1 careless

2 familiar

3 round

56. Skillful means -

1 laborious

2 excited

3 radical

56. Interior means -

1 inferior

2 above

67. Stupid means -

1 studious

2 false

2 sharp

4 black

3 disagreeable

4

5 thin

Sam

4

4 square

5 jealous ••

3 empty

4

2

4

2

4

5 inside ..• '

4 dreary

3 stylish

2

5 kindly ••

4 expert

4 cowardly

5 dull. .••

A.

1

4

58. To surrender is to -

1 surround

2 soften

3 colonize

4 yield

5 dance ..••
2

4

2

4

59. Destruction causes -1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction ••

60. To convince means to -

1 declare 2 design

3 combine

4 nourish

B.
C. '

5 persuade ••
4

61. A sign is an -

1 offering

2 agreement

3 acquaintance

4 indication

5 address ••
2

62. A portion is a - I gate

2 home

3 wall

4 riddle

4

5 share ...
4

63. To overcome is to -

1 discover

2 happen

3 anticipate

4 defeat

5 worry
4

64. An insult is an -

1 instinct

65. To confirm is to make -

2 insertion

1 angry

3 announcement

2 equal

4 embrace

3 trouble

5 offense ••
2

66. Valiant means -

1 valid

2 lenient

4 royal

3 brave

3

4

3

4

5 time ••

4 certain

5 loyal. .... "

1.

V

4-+
4

67. To kindle means to -

1 pick

2 range

3 light

4 soil

5 assist

2. 'i
4

68. Abrupt means -

1 exclude

69. Fatigue means -

1 fatal

70. A durable thing is -

2 neutral
2 faithful

1 fantastic

3 recent
3 conflict

2 courteous

5 rugged

4 sudden
4 dodge

3 modified

2

4

2

4

3. I

5 weariness

4 lasting

4.

5 moist

1

234

71. Fourscore is the same as -

1 fourteen

2 fortnight

3 eighty

4 twenty

5 four
3

72. To ratify is to -

1 confuse

73. To rebel is to -

74. Sullen means -

1 realize
1 sultry

76. Probability means -

2 approve
2 pledge
2 satisfied

3 assist
3 justify
3 credulous

4 report
4 resist
4 harmful

5. ~

5 poison
2

4

2

4

2

4

5 flourish.
5 surly

1 disheveled 2 originality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm

Score ..

[ 4- 1

4
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TEST 2.

PARAGRAPH MEANING

Sample.

One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to th e beach.
Their mother an d au nt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish
and some funny little crabs.
A. What did Helen and her brother do ?
1 went to see their aunt
2 went to the seashore
4 went for crabs
5 went fishing

•
•
•

,

B. The weather was 1 quiet
2 funny

3 went on a train

2

I

,

3 fair

4 gloomy

5 rainy.

C. The best name for this story is 
1 Helen and Her Aunt
2 Gathering Shells
5 A Trip to the Beach ...
4 One Warm Day

, •
..

,

5

4

.')

3

,

5

3

,

5

3

.. : :

3 Eating Lunch Outdoors

2

I

Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They
have a happy time at camp becau se there are many other boys and girls there
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day .

•
•

3

5"

5

,

1. When do Mary and John go to camp?
1 before school
2 when school is over
5 every day . .
i.

o

•

3 in the fall

4 when school starts
. .. :.

Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp?
1 lonesome
2 sad
3 joyous
4 funny
5 weary . .

..

I. How do the ch ildren travel to camp?

1 on a train
I.

o

2 on a bus

3 in an automobile

4 on a car

5 in an airplane .. "

The best name for this story would be 
1 Close of School
2 Playing Games
3 A Trip on the Train
4 A Summer at Camp
5 The Boys at Camp ...... . ....... .

1

3

, ,

3

5

. ...... .... . .

5

,
"

6.

Mary and John enjoy camp life because they - 
I are glad to be away for the summer
2 like the ride on the train
3 are glad to be out of school
4 like to study nature
5 have fun playing games with the other children ................. . ... . . .............. .

•

ii

[ 51

,
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IT

J ack had a new fis h line. His father took him fishin g in a little brook at the
back of his grandfather' s house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was
a stro ng pull at hi s li ne. He tried hard to pull the fi sh out of the water, but
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when h e saw his
fish lying on the grass near th e stream.
6. Jack went 

2 into the water
1 to his grandfather's house
4 to buy a fish line
5 to the Ocean to fish.

3 fishing with his father

2

2 struggled

3 ate

4 tried

5 fell ..

4

16.

7. The fish -

i. helped

3

2

3

2

3

. . .. . . ...

8. J ac k tried to 

1 fish near the stream
4 put fish in the brook
9.

17.

2 pull his father back
3 land his own fish
5 lie on the grass .. .......

The best name for this story is 
2 Catching Some Fish
1 A Trip to Grandfather's
4 Buying aNew Fish Line
5 How Father Fished

.

. . . . . . . . . . . ;:

3 Jack's Fishing Trip

10. Jack en joyed his trip because 
1 the fish got away
2 the brook was near grandfather's
4 he went to a stream
5 his father helped him . ..

4

18.
2

.. ... . ::

3 he caught a fine fish

1

3

..

!:

2

3

19.

4

20.

6...

III

In the cold northlands m any animals go to sleep for th e whole wint er. Th ey
have to sto re up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all
winter while they are sleeping. These ani mals grow huge in the su mmer.
Bears, whi ch are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the
summ er tha t they can ha rdly move about. All th ese animals whi ch sleep
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears an d st ay
until spring comes on ce more. When they come ou t, they are very thin and
are starving.
11. How do th e anim als which sleep through the winter get their winter food ?
2 by getting fat in summer
1 by carrying their food in with them
3 by coming out for food as they need it
4 by eating the bark of trees
5 by living on small animals .
. .... ... . ..... .
12.

T he clim ate where the se anim als live is very 1 windy
2 warm
3 breezy
4 cold

3

4

2

3

4

21.

5 hot ...... ... .

13. How do the anim als look when they come out of the cave?
1 huge and fat
2 lean and hungry
3 thin and tired
5 huge and starving ..
14. T he
1
3
5

2

22.

4 large and strong

best title for this story would be 
Bears Which Go into Caves
2 Thin and Hungry Animals
4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter
Animals Which Sleep through the Winter
While They Are Sleeping .

15. The animals which slee p throu gh the winter make winter dens 
2 in the open woods
3 when spring comes
1 in the summertime
4 in caverns or hollow logs
5 while they are ~leeping .

[61

2

3

4

23.

24

2

. . .: .
3

25
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IV
The St. Bernard s a re among th e bravest of dogs. They are large and very
strong. In Switzerl and th es e dogs a re trained to go ou t and find travelers who
a re lost in th e snowdrifts on the high mount ains. A first- aid kit containing food
a nd medicine is hung about th eir necks, and a warm blanket is strap ped on the ir
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them om of the snow and
help th em if they are awa ke and able to move. If the traveler is injured and
helpl ess, th e dog is tra ined to go back ro the town below and brin g aid . Many
lives are saved every year by these fearl ess an imals.
16. Wh at is the most valuab le thing that St. Bernard dogs do I
I They can climb over snowdrifts.
2 They are good mountain climbers.
4 They are large and strong.
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers.
......
. . . . . .. .. . .
5 They carry first-aid kits.
17. The St. Bern ard dog is
4 rough
I cowardly
2 speedy
3 courageous
5 fierce . .
18. How does t he dog assist worn-out travelers?
2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler
I by digging large holes in the snow
4 by covering him with a blanket
5 by his great strength ••
3 by bringing first aid
19. The best tirle for this story is 
3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog
I Training Dogs
2 The Heroic St. Bernard
4 People Lost in Mountains
5 Traveling through Snowdrifts
20. What do the dogs do for the travelers th ey ca nn ot help ?
1 stand the man on his feet
3 return to the village for aid
2 give him food and medicine
5 give him the first-aid kit .
. ..... .
4 carry him down the mountain

,

0

5

5

5

5

4

4

•

5

• ,

3

,

5

•

5

!}

4:

3

4

5

,

5

T he camel possesses a most uncommon body, whi ch almost seems made t o
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the dese rt people. H is mouth
is peculia rl y fitted for securing food. The strong me mbrane and powerful
t eeth enable him to tear off th e dry shrubs and stiff, prick ly cactus of th e dese rt.
Hi s huge nostril s allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand
storm arises, thu s shutting out the choking sand s. His hump , a mere lump of
fat , is of great use if foo d fails, for he can obtain nourish ment from it for man y
days. He is a lso provi ded with insid e rese rvoi rs which hold enough wate r ro
last him for fou r or five days. Un fortun ately the camel is dull. To kn eel down
at a given signal is about the only trick he eve r learns. Although the camel is
homely he is uevert heless valu ab le, for without him many porti ons of the earth
wou ld remain untraveled .

5

..

2

7-+

v

•

,

The camel is -- I more intelligent than the horse
2 capable of learning a great deal
3 rather unintelligent
4 poorly taught
5 friendly and intelligent .
22. The body of t he camel is 
2 unusual
3 graceful
4 evil
5 inspiring ...
I unfortunate
23. The mout h of the camel 1 is harmed by thorny cactus
2 is small and tough
4 tightens when a sandstorm arises
3 is well suited for procuring food
5 provides an inside reservoir .
I The Body of the Camel
24. T he best title for this story is 2 The Usefulness of the Camel
3 The Stupidity of the Camel
5 How the Camel Eats .
4 Sandstorms on the Desert
2 helpless in a sandstorm
25. The camel is I unsuited for desert travel
4 well adapted for desert travel
5 friendly and intelligent .
3 a tricky animal

21.

[7

1

3

I

5

4

5

..
3

2

,
4
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VI

26.
27.

28.

Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. A t his
approach the little animal struck out with h.is forefeet, but Bill was quick and
avo id ed him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid
movement sp rang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing
back to eart h with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with p'erspiration, stood st ill. His
nostrils tremb led, but one felt that though his body h ad been subdued , his
spirit was still unbroken.
When Bill approached, the pony was 1 tired and broken
2 quieted in spirit
3 impatient to be ridden
4 disturbed and angry
5 thrown to the ground .. . .. ,.
The pony was finally 1 overbalanced
2 exultant
3 overpowered
4 distracted
5 restored
'rhe li ttle pony tried to 1 outlive his rider
2 aid the boy
3 unseat his rider
4 exhaust the animal
5 butt Bill .. . .
. . .. . . . ... . .. . . . ..
T he best title for this story is 3 Breaking a Pony
. 1 Riding the Range
2 An Exhausted Pony
4 A Perspiring Pony
5 Bill Approached a Pony
.... . .'.
. ........ .. .. . . . ... . . ,
The art icle illustrates 
1 how to enter a corral
2 a Whinnying pony
3 trickery in riding
4 leading a pony
5 skill in horsemanship ............................... .

2

3

36
2

2

4

3

29.

30.

VII

31.

32.
33.

34.

35.

37

..

"

2

3

2

,

38 .

,

39
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Stud ying bird life w ith a came ra is ce rtainly an entrancing sport. One can
engage in it with out destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling
act iv ities it offers. The spo rt is appropriate for any time or place. From it
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for t o he a good photographer of birds
in th eir native hau nts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they
stay a t various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera
through the woods is a lways an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement
a nd expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may corne
upon some unusual bird activity.
Making studies of bird life is interesting because 
2 of the various activities one can observe
1 they haunt native places
3 it is always done on water
4 the young are fed and cared for
5 the sport is appropriate
Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting 
1 destruction
2 conservation
3 dissatisfaction
4 conversation
5 haunts .'
Bird study is a satisfying sport because 
1 the young are fed
2 the birds like it
3 one can get eggs out of nests
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons
........ .
5 one can use a rifle
The best t itle for this story is 
1 Interesting Birds
2 The Excitement of Adventure
3 Taming Wild Birds
4 Photography of Wild Birds
. ..
5 Destroying Bird Life ..
Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because 
1 it is helped by a camera
2 it takes much time
3 it gives more bird pictures I
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life
5 it scatters the birds about ....
[ 8 J
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5

,

5
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36.
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37.

38.

,

39.
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40.

In th e part o f our co untry w hich gets very little ra in in the summer
the ground mu st be wet by irrigation to m ake th e plants grow. Otherwise all
the crop s would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agri cu lture is carried
on in states where snow is found high up in th e mountains th e ent ire year. A
large rese rvoir is made b y damming up the mount a in streams. The snow,
melting in su mmer, ru sh es into a stream. This, in turn , is joined to a large
ditch. At th e head of the ditch is an intake ga t e. This can be o pened and
closed at w ill. In this way wate r is drawn off a nd the variou s field s are irri
gated. Th e water can be turn ed on when ever t h e fields need it. The parts
of our country where irrigat ion is possible seld om have crop failures, because
water can be se cured wh en it is needed.
This form of agriculture is carried on where -
I crops are grown in summer
2 mountain streams make it possible
4 there are large reservoirs
5 there are crop failures
3 cities are near
Because irrigation is possible crop failures are 1 increased
2 reduced
3 possible
4 permitted
5 eliminated
They stop the water from floodin g the fields by 
1 damming the ditch
2 use of gates
3 opening the reservoir
4 irrigating the fields
5 drawing off the water
The best title for this story would be 
1 Damming Up Streams
2 Supplying Water for Irrigation
3 Crops in Dry Weather
4 Building Huge Dams
5 Supplying Water for Colorado ••
Land that is irrigate d yields better harvests because -
I in summer it gets little rain
2 it is high up in the mountains
4 the water can be turned off
3 water may be applied as needed
5 agriculture is carried on . .

IX

H.

,

,
42.

r:
.

i

..

i3.

5

H.

5

,

i6.

Sugar beets mu st be rai sed where cheap labor ca n be secured because the
plant s require a g reat deal of cultivation, mo st of which must be done by hand.
First th e pl ant s a re thinned and then blocked t o get the correct number in the
rows. Th e root s from whi ch th e sugar is extracted a re not like th e red beets
which are eat en as vegetables, but are more like th e common turnips. These
root s are wa shed, sliced, and soa ked in water. Th e water is late r d rawn off
a nd boiled into beet syru p. Th en the syrup is ch anged to a brown sugar called
raw suga r. Th e last step is to se nd the raw sugar thro ugh th e refinery, where
it is cleaned an d whitened. Then the whit e suga r is ready to b e boxed and
sold for u se in our homes.
Sugar beets mu st be raise d where labor is not expensive beca use they require 
1 much care
2 much waShing
3 many plants in a row
4 soaking in water
5 much boiling . . .... .. .
What kind of labor is most used in t he raising of sugar beets ?
3 difficult
4 easy
5 unusual
1 machine
2 manual
Th e raw sugar is 1 made into syrup
2 refined and whitened
4 left as it is
5 changed to brown sugar.
3 boxed and sold
The best title for t hi s story is 1 Blocking and Thinning Beets
2 Colorado Sugar Beets
3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar
5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened
Raising sugar beets requires 1 inexpensive labor
2 syrup changed to sugar
3 sugar to be cleaned
4 many common turnips
5 raw sugar.
[ 9 ]
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Airplanes a re growing more important every year. Today they have
travel ed t o almost every pa rt of the world and int o ma ny places tha t would
otherwise ha ve remained un explored. Daring pilots have been respo nsible
for many out st and ing feat s. They have gone to the a.id of d y in g men wh en
there was no o th er oppo rtunity of reaching them . A t o ne tim e se rum was
carried t o Alaska by pla ne a nd saved the lives of man y children who were
se riou sly ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kind s of w ea th er,
U ncle Sam's pilo ts carry th e m a il through the air. Pr act ically every day one
read s of some new ach ievem ents of airplanes.
4S. Airplanes have rendered valuab le service to humanity by 1 carrying many diseases
2 having no other opportunity
3 aiding the sick and dying
4 helping boys to become pilots
5 taking passengers in the air.
47. The life of an airp lane pi lot is 
1 lonesome
2 easy
3 hazardous
4 happy
5 high
48. Airplanes are used for a variety of se rvices such as 
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick
2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients
4 serving humanity
5 traveling in all kinds of weather .. ..................
. ..... . . . .
49. The best title for this story is -
I Mail Pilots
2 Exploring with Airplanes
3 Value of Airplanes
4 Life of an Air Pilot
5 A Trip to Alaska
50. The accompli shments of airpl anes are 1 unimportant
2 understanding
3 trivial
4 significant
5 serious . .
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4,

2
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2

3

4

2

3
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57.

58.

2

59.

10'"

51.

52.
53.

54.

55.

XI
The mo de of liv ing on the pl a ntations of the South was vastly different from
that of the ea rly New E ngla nd peo ple. The spacious Sou thern mans ions ,
surround ed b y the m an y slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yard s, were oft en
in themselves small villages. While many of these pl an t ers were living in
wast eful extravagance, th e Puritans of New England w ere livin g in modest
t wo-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of th e
riotous livin g and ent ertaining of the planters. The New England peop le were
more int erested in th e. est ablishment of good common schools fo r a ll people,
while the ri ch pl a nters did not favor this idea. They h a d tutors a t home for
their children, or sen t th em to Europe to be educated.
The New Englanders were in terested in -- 1 having tutors for their sons
2 organizing good public schools
3 educating their children in England
4 living in two rooms
5 riotous living and entertaining .
Which word best desc rib es a Southern planter ?
1 lavish
2 gallant
3 brave
4 weak
5 frugal
Which word bes t desc ribes a New E ngland home?
1 magnificent
2 insignificant
3 unpretentious
4 extensive
5 valuable
The best title for thi s story is 
1 A Story of Education
2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living
4 The Thrifty New England People
5 Good Schools for All .
. ............. .
The Southern gentlemen desired 
1 common education for all
2 the organizing of good public schools
3 good education for members of his own family
4 tutors for children in New England
5 good free schools for planters' sons
[ IO J
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TEST 4.

WRITTEN RECALL
I

Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come.
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was
happy to have her kitten again.
II

John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift.
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island.
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The canoe floated away,
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which
had blown a distance away.
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